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'the condition of the Pross in a democratic country 
is a matter of public concern and a proper object of 
public scrutiny. A newspaper is sornething·more than a 
commodity to be bought and aold, and the production of 
newspapers should not be governed by commercial · 
interests. Moreover, any large concentration of power 
--in private or irresponsible hands constitutes a 
potential threat to political freedom and.constant 
vigilance is required to prevent its abuae.l 




summed up by William P. Hamilton of the Wall Street Journal, _, , 
who is reported to have saida ,.,,, .. 
. A newspaper ia a private enterprise owing nothing 
whatever to the public, which grants it no franchise. 
It is therefor. affected with no public interest. . . It is, . 
emphatically the property of the owner, who is selling 
a manufactured product at his own risk. • •• 2 
Zechariah Cha fee, Jr., by . contrast, .. baa written a 
. • • • It is the first principle of our Bill of ... 
Rights that the government must let all the powerful 
. enterprise• in the press run loose •... l: am aa.aure as % 
am of anything that tbia ought to be ao. My point: is 
that this freedom from legal responsibility throws on 
'·the owners and press associations of newspapers the · 
heavy moral responsibility to do for tb.emselves What 
· the law does for other enterprises. It is the task of 
the press itself to make sure that it increasingly 
performs the services Which the American people need 
from the press. 3 · 
3 
Whatever t:h•·merits of 'either of these antithetical'/ 
v.lewa, th•r•··are no established· rules setting •'fOX'tb the•',· 
epeoific responsibilities of t:be press t:o its readers. ·.·· 
· The· principle of •social · responsibility· of the 
press• holds"' tbat ·the power and new• semi-monopoly position 
of the media, and their Constitutional freedom• impose on· 
them an obligation to see that all aides are fairly · ' 
presented and that the public ha• enough infOrmation to 
decide, and that if the media· do not take on themselves 
this reeponaibility. it may be necessary for 80JnG o1:h8r .· 
age~· .of th~ ~ubl~a to. enforce .. it.·4 ·aut ~his ia at.iil ··. 
'' . '. . ' ~ . 
chiefly a 'concept~·· not _law or even a generally accepted, 
view. 5 
1 
• In the nineteenth century a city like Hartford. 
,, ' .. ' ' 
.-, . 
Connecticut, ·badl3,000 people and 13 newspapers. If a 
reader clidn•t like the way·a paper presented its news OJ: 
was-against ·a paper•a editorial policy, then he bad plenty 
of others to choose· from. 6 
/ 
%n 1957 ·in the United ·states, there was one daily · '-· 
.for approximately.every 90.000· people. And ·only aix per· 
cent of the cities with a· local daily newspaper had ·, :; 
competinq ownership. 7 · Today.· the aituation ·is no better, ... '_, .. 
" 
wit:h one daily for approximately 115. 000 people (based on a , 
200 million population and a total· of 11754 daily news-




·,Concentration of ownership among America~ newspapers 
has been p::oceeding since the latter part of the.nineteenth 
century in. the wake of even more far-reaching consolida-
tions and merqers in business and industry at large.8 
As • "l:eault of this predominance of. one-paper, towna 
and, also, because of the shrinking number of owne.z:a, many .. 
newspapers have come to accept the greater reaponaibility 
of presenting all aides of.a controversy fairly and 
equitably •. 9 Willnu: Schramm writeaa : ... ~ . . 
••• with the coming of bigness and fewness, the 
separate, clashing voices are no longer raised ao · 
readily in a •free market place of ideas• •. • • A new 
responsibility has come to rest on our news and opinion 
meclia. Whereas, foz:merly they were responsible only · 
for voicing clearly and vigorously the views each · 
represented, in full confidence that the public would , 
be able to read contrary views and decide between them, 
now it ia coming to be obligatory fOr these media 
actually to seek out and represent all significant 
points of. view.10 .. , 
. . ~· 
Two well-known men in the field of journa~ism equate 
preas responsibility with the special position given the 
• • ' '" " , . .l 
press in the l'irat Amendment. 
' : 
Horman laeaca. managing editor of the LOuiaville 
Timog, said, -We are common carriers. The freedom of the ;" 
press-was given for that purpoae~and that: purpoae alone~. 
l'reedom of the presa cannot mean the license to keep people 
from knowing.•11 
... Louis H. Lyons. curator of the Nieman Foundation, 
eaid, "There ia only one function which justifie• the . 
exalted protection given the preaa in our Constitutions 
" i 
4 
that i•''as a common carrier of' information.• . And the 
_. '• . . . . " . . . . :_" : . .. , . • . . ·" " " : , ; ".. . .... ; , . l"" .. ·: 
C::onveying Of 'this information is .. ,vital for. a manifest . 
reasons PeOPle -:who govern th~s~lves have to know the 
ec:or:e.12.. . . .· . •· ':' '~ : ~. (.! •• : • • • ' .: .; .- • -~ - ·: ••• .~ ;, 
. ·- . ' .. , -.. '.. . 
. lnaamuch . as -our deUKX:racy .'is· based upori .the ass Ump- , 
tion o~ ~n ~lic;htenec{.pUbUc anJ:th~ ~pape~a~~s,aa.~ 
- ' ' . . . . ' . ' - . . . ·' ' ' ' ; .. ' . ' ' •.. 
vital ~ourc~ of information_ fOr:~that. ~lie, ~h~~,; is ~od~y 
an ilnpUedJ:esponsibility upon the press to present an 
objecti~e picture. of cont~~rsial subjects , to~ the people~ ': 
If the.press meets this'responsibility the people should be 
'' . . t, . ",. • _ , , . ' 'i -~ • ,• ' • ·.' -~ .·_. F';,t 
better8bla.to_choo8e intelligently.theli':repreaentativea· 
,' I_., • ',; • .; .-.. • ' ..,., • • ,, .. •'" ·' 
in qc,vernment~ .:" uc.-Mever1. ii _ths press' fai1EI to provide .full 
•• ' \ ' ' • • ~ ' • • •• ' ' .>' ' ~ '· • . • • ' ' • ' 
and impartial: c:oVerage·.of political. c::•igna, then ·the· · 
; • • > ' ' • ! ' r•" 
foundation of. our ,democ~acy,may· be weakened~ .-; t- ' 
··What i::ecourae ·is· there if· the pres~ fails .to provide 
. ', ' . :. , .. ' - .·' ·-·· '. " . .. .. ' '; 
l 
' I 
the infOrmation people ·.need· ~o govern .. themselves?· .:_ ·· ·~.. " · . 
• , ' , ·.' ~. ' ,\ . - '• ', c.. . - . - 0 ·* .i;, ••. , 
· · · In·· ·1947 ·tho · comiltission ·on· Freedom of the Press, 
headed by ltobo::t M. Hutchins, then preside~t ·of the. :_, · 
tiniverai.ty of Chicago, said.· "the freedo~ of the pres~· is 
in da~er~• :The Commission,' which was co~sed of.12. 
~cbcSlara ·and President· Hutchina,, offered three reasona fOr 
its statement: · : .: .: i ·,, . 
1~ As' the 'importance of ~ommunication b&a 
J.'ncreaeed, its C:onttoi bas came" into fewer bands~ 
2 •.. The :few . in' centrol have failed to ineet the needs 
of the people. · 








. 3. i'reas. practices at times have been so 
'. '' ' .. . ', ,.- . ' 
irre•ponaible that, if continued, aoc:iety is bound to take 
control for ita awn protection. 13 ' _·; : 
Th&· coinmiasiori ·also ·asserted a · · 
No democracy will ·indefinitely.tolerate co~entra-
.· tions of private power. irresponsible . and strong enough 
to thwart the democratic aspirations of the people. If 
._.· .. these giant. agencies of communication are irresponsible 
not oven the Pirst Amendment will protect their freedom 
from c:iovernment control. . The Amendment will be 
amended.14 . . · . 
,_". ·' ' 
: .. ·• _ ·~~ 1951 Marquis -Chiida expressed similar tbOugbta 'on 
press 'freedom~ . He saids. 
,, . 
'l ~. I 
'lbe politician who has grounds for believing that a 
tpaper curtain' was pulled down on him will think in 
terms of .revenge. Or in any event he will scarcely be 
an eager defender of the. rights of_ a free press. If 
such resentments grow·and_are multipUed,.the ground is 
prepared psychologically for radical actions that can 
undermine the relationship between. the estates. .• • · • - I 
do not believe that these are imaginary fears~ In my 
opinion they- 90 to the root of the relationship of· · 
freedom on the one hand and responsibility on the other 
handJ between the privilege enjoyed by the press and 
the service to society which is inherent in the very 
nature of the franchise it anjoys.15 · · " 
. A9ain, the last sentence in.Pet.erson•s easayon 
eoc11l1 ~eaponaib1Uty states that ··1t may be necessary tor 
" • ' ' • • ' ,/ .. • •• • • ' < ~ ·.. \ • • ' • •• 
some' agency of the public to enforce 'it,,• should th• media -
fail in. their ·resporusibility.16 · · · .· . , . , 
! \ ~ . • • ' • 
. ' whether' control of the press in 'any form will e~r 
, - ., • , . • ,, ' ~ ' l,. ' ., 
occur in the United States may be doubtful, but. these ·· ... 
' . . . ' . ,. 
at.at~nts' suggest that it ia ;an alternative should. tne'' 
• • • . ' ~ • » ' : ' ' I • 'l • ·: , . ' 1 . , • · ~ , .' 
presa fail inita~iiea ~esponaibillt.y to.it~re~ders. 
· · How well is the press performing in the area of 




Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin wae the 
·.' .:, 
,. ,; ' ' i • ~ ·- .. ' 
Democratic candidate fer Governor of Wisconsin in 1952 • 
. '.• .... , .. . ,.. 
•"r 'i 
During a radio speech wbil.e campaigning for governor in 
. . ' ~ . ' . . . . ' ~ . . ' .. 
,. . .~ ·, ' . ~ b .. ~; : J , ~ ·~ .• ,;. ' 
La Crosse, Wis., Proxmire saids 
': .. ' 
' '•'' 
My charge against a majority of tha newspapers of 
' · Wisconsin is not· a blanket denunciation. But it is 
deadly serious. Some vigorously Republican papers have 
done a aplendit\.job of r!JlOrting our. speeches, while 
denouncing us /per.ocrata/ editorially. Unfortunately, 
moat papers ha.Ve. been less than · fair .17 · : · ·: · · 
· ~. ' Bric' Sevareid saids 
· . Nearly all the great weekly publications, such as.·· 
time and Lj,~. are not only for Eisenhower in their 
" ·· edi.toriala, but some are unabashedly using their news 
and pictu~e space as well to help his cause, by givinq 
him the predominant play. "8ek after week. But they· 
are fairness itself. compared to some big midweat and 
western dailies where Stevenson is reported aa if he 
were a candidate for county clerk •••• 1a 
' I , • ., :, • ' •, • ' ' l 
Xn January 1953, Robert a. Estabrook, an editorial 
. ·'- .. ' ;'".. :· 
writer for the Washington Post, claimed that some news-




'· ,,, . • • i .\ 
}>Spera •prostituted• their news functions for partisan 
. '. ·. ' ' . . . 
purposes. In elaboration of this charge. he saidt 
J ' < • • • .' ~ - • ' • ' ~ • 
X have been told of one large paper in upstate New 
York which devoted its entire front page to a visit by 
Eisenhower, but when Stevenson spoke in that city the 
story was buried in the inside. One· correspondent·. 
com.plained to me that while he waa in Springfield he 
would have had trouble gathering from a ·local 
Republican paper that Stevenson was ever a candidate, 
much lesa that his headquarters were in Springfield. ~· 
In talking with correspondents I had heard aimilar 
complaints covering papers in many ~rts of the 
Midwest and along the Pacific coast.19 
,: ' 0 - '~ ' 
7, 
·' 
The 1960 coverage of the presidential campaign was 
again a source of controversy. Pierre Salinger. President 
Kennedy• a press : ·secretary, expressed conc.ern over the 
slanting of newa'th&t'he said.turned .Ome newspapers into 
"c~~ign •hiets~ 1120 <Even Richard .Nixon•a .press secretary~. 
Herbert Klein. criticized rep0rting·:c)f the c;amPaign. saying 
that about 15 per cent· of the stories filed by· corres-
Po~d~nta· traveiing 'with Nixon were ti.n:fatr •21 . 
' criticism of the press in the i964 presidential'·:·. 
election was · aimost entirely ·from the Republicans.· %t ·: 
seemed to be'directed mainly at eolumniata. but sometimes 
included.re.Porters.and tended to spili•over to'include the 
e'ntire' press at tit\'\es~ 22 : . . .. . . ' 
, ,Preas c~iticiam is' not ·new •.. The first Ainerican boOk 
extensively attackin9 the:press was publiah~d in 185923 and 
there .. bad been attacks before that, but the chief wave of 
criticism' .. followed the 'P'ubiic.tion. of a aeries of artic1~8~ 
by Will ·Irwin in co1.11er1 ·in 1911. 24 ·.Among other 'things~·· · ~· 
irwin asserted that the influe·nces Of . the neWSpaper had 
shifted :frmn it~ .editoril'l1a·to ite'newa columns. 25 
in 1956,TheOaore Peterson wrote, •criticiam Lof the 
' - r ' ,· . • 
presa/ increased in force and intenaity in the twentieth .· 
c~ntury ."1126 > And Wilbur· S~hr~ wrote in 1957 'tba.t "maaa' 
communication has been subjected to·an.increasingwave of 
~ri,ticiam>•27 · .. ~ ,, ' ,. · " ... ! 
'What has been ac~liahed, to' determine. Whether this 
8 
criticism .is justified? .. 
, ~ . ·, 
. StycJiea Qi CamPOisn Cavei:age 
'I'he.re. 'have beeri ·n~rous. stUdies. conducted and · 
,.,,_.. '- ., ' . " ,:. 
published ,lb.ich have investigated the performance of news-
, 
~ ' ' ,,. paJ?era 'in presenting news of political campaigns. 
In· 19l7 Edwin O. Stene of the U~iverstty of Kansas 
published·· a stUdy on ·the · 1936 presidential campaign. Be 
. . ·~ 
. , !" .•. · . . ' ' ' , ", : ,• . ' ., ··'; ' 
studied 21·U. s. dailies ·and concluded that 20 of thcl. 2i 
newspape~s.:qave a ~j~rlty of their political .iuaw8 ~~~a 'to 
the ~a~did~ta · th~y suppc;rt.~d 8ditoriai1y •. 28 . ; : . · .. ·. •:' 
, >: Stttne · ~n,_:,·eat:ig.;.:ted 15 la~ge · daiiiaa : .. i~ the 194·f· 11 , · 
prestdentia1 camPaign~.· Be determined. t~t~· with the 
exception of the New York ii.waa· ·the newapapera gave: more· 
'.' . •, .· '-. . ' ,, 
favo~able news ~ttention to the candidate they supported 
editoriall~. 29 
. . Martin Millspaugh .s~udied four Baltimore newspapers 
in tJ:ie 194~ preside~tial,c:ampaJ.gn. Be found that,.althouc;h 
a~l. four of the newspapers editorially supported Dewey, ,two 
gave 'l'ruman equal or greater nowa apace. 3~. ' ~ - ' . 
Jean B~eman examined 21.dai:liea.t.hroughout the 
country. Sha report.ad bias toward the Republicans . in the. 
number and prominence of items, photos, and headlinea. 31 
' ' . . ' ' 
. Arthur . .s. aowaa wrote s tnntQO Neva. a study of the 
1952 _tlixon .fund affair. ·:.Be aw:veyed the frOnt pa9e.o,f 31 
newapa~ra and compared how each .handled this newsworthy ~ 
,\ 
'9 
event. ~ :He eonciuded that, witb ·the 'Possible 8'c0eptlon '.·of. 
the sew ··York %i¥S• all papers aurveyed--both Republican 
and DemOcrat..;_BhOWed evidenee of favoritism in-.their news 
eol.Unins,'whieh'eoincided with thei pai)ere• editoa:ial ' ' 7' ',, }~ ' . ' ' : ' .. ~" ' .: ' 
... 
positiona.32 ··, : · · ·· · · · , · 
: ;, .: A one~ay Associated Preiss: study on October 10; · l9S2, 
analyzed :i1s· dailies. 'l'he reaultau ' ...... 
. ··' .. '. . ThirtY-one . per cent of the newspapers examined qave 
equal treatment to either Eisenhower and Stevenson or 
Eisenhower and Truman.· l'orty-seven·per cent gave·the 
Democrats the dominant coverage. 'l'Wanty-one per cent 
·gave the edge to Eisenhower. ·· A majority of newspapers;: 
which supposedly have been supporting. the Republican 
candidate in their editorial columns, have been leaning 
.. . over backWarda so far to be fair in their newa coverage 
·· · '. that they· have actually been giving •the break• to the 
Democratic candidate. 33 , . . . 
'' ,·'·"" 
This unusual finding may_be peculiar to the news of the 
particular day studied. 
. . . . . 
. . 
_Sidney Kobre researched 34 Florida dailies in their 
,. . -·' ~~-
' . 
handling. of the 1952_ presidential election. He concluded 
that, while 21 dailies editorially favored the Republican 
party, and eight supported the Democratic party (five were 
, : ~ ." • > • ' • • ' • , •• • ' • ' • 
neutral), the Florida newspapers favored.the Democratic 
. ..... ' . .· . ·, . , . . ·. 
pa~y in their.news pages·by·a. ~11.~rcentage. 3~ 
. ' ' ' ,, ... : <-'. ;_ . ·,, . , 
Charles B. Higbie surveyed 14 Wisconsin newspapers 
' . . . . 
during the.1952 presidential election campaign. Be 
. . . . . .·,. '· ' ·~ ' . . •. :: . . '. ' ' . ': :.- . ·, . " : . . . ·., "· : . ~ ....... 
indicated 1:hat •. althow;h major Democratic and.Republican 
•• ' , :- . • "' • • • • . • --~ • • ' ' ' • l ' • 
political figures were accorded nearly the same amount of 
front page space, the GOP presidential candidate appeared 
.. 
10 
more o~en in the major headlines and in the news pictures 
Of 'the campaign. lS , . 
· · · ' · · Nathan Blumberg, in ~ bX:t¥ Ex:ea17, studied 35 
daily ne¥spapers on their eovera9e of the 1952,presidential 
~ . . 
campaign. • Se indicated that there was slanting in the news 
columns.:-. Of the. 33 papers which 'toC>k an .editorial stand in 
the campaign, 22 gave a greater amount of .front page 
coverage 'to' the candidate they supported. 36 ·: ' 
· · Robert ·aatlin reported· that· three San Francisco.:.'.· 
.. 
newspapers gave more nearly equal news treatment to the two 
major parties in the. 1952 presidential campaiqn than" did · · .. ·' · 
the·sama newspapers in the 1896 campaign. But they still 
gave 'the party each supported editorially an advantage. 31 ' 
·Malcolm ·w. ·Klein and Nathan Maccoby investigated 
four pro-Stevenson and , fOur pro-Eisenhower· newspapers in . · ' 
the' 1952 campaign. ''l'hey 'found' that all :the papers gave the 
editorially supported candidate• more,covera9e'than.the 
unsupPorted candidates~ 39 ' 
A study by LeRoy c. ·Ferguson ·and Ralphs. Smuc'kler 
in Wisconsin in 1954 a~ that senatoriai camPaign news 
coverage wa8 directly' related to the editorial policy of 
the papers. Four papers editorially favoring Senator· 
McCarthy favored him consistently, more in. their news , .• 
columns than did the·two papers that editorially suppc)rted 
the Democratic senatorial candidate, l'ai.rchild. 39 · "" 
.. 
i, .• In ~956 Douglas c. Kelley.surveyed the coverage by 
six Michigan dailies o,f the:. ~ngresaional campaign in. two 
marginal Michigan districts. He.found that incumbents 
fa~ed ~tt~r than non-incumbents in news coverage and ... 
Republicans g~erally better. than I>emoc.rata. ~~ 
. Charle• w •. zuegner studied the political news , 
. . , ' . , 
11 
coverage of. two major dailies during the first 100 days of 
~.. . 
the Eisenhower Administration. Be concluded that political 
bias waa ,definitely present in both newspapers in their 
41 coverage. . , .· .. 
"· 
. James .w. Markham examined • 26 Pennsylvania newspapers• 
coverage of the 1958 state election. He found that the 
newspapers in ~heir coverage favored the.eame party their 
editorials favorea. 42 
. , Guido. B. Stempel III investigated the 1960 campaign 
coverage of 15 newspapers, the so-called "prestige press.• 
He revealed that the Demoerats got sli9htly batter news 
coverage th8n the Republicans didf the margin, however, was 
very. allgbt': , 1Stempel added that "by no stretch of the 
imagination can the •pre~tige press• be.called one-sided in 
., . . ' 
its news coverage of. tbis'· campaign. • 43 .~ 
. . . ' . . . . . . . 
Despite ··this impressive array of evidence, newsmen 
~fte.n di.Count charges of bias. After the' 1960 ·presidential 
eleCtion, Robert . £.·. Blackm<>n~ queried·· 107 nwspapar' editors 
to see if.they had.detected i.i>ias fOr or against political 
candidates or parties in.th'-' straight. news.·· Their answers 
·l 
12 
ran five.to one in the neqative. 44 
Stempel conducted a follow-up study of the 1964 
presidential campaign utilizing the same 15 ~prestige 
newspapers.• Zn summary, he . determined that the 15 news-i." . 
.. 
papers again in 1964 as a group gave almost equal apace to 
. ~ . , ' 
both sides. The »emocrats again received slightly more 
apace, but.the Republicans received more front page 
' ' . ' 
coverage.45 
' 
Of the 18 studies previously me_ntioned, 13 
researchers found newspapers suspect. News favoritism, 
... ' c ' ' 
bias, greater coverage, more headlines.and pictures were 
their.findings. 
'',.•,'·1,,' 
lt appears . that the criticism of political news .. · 
. . ' . 
reporting by the press-examples of which were mentioned .. 
; . . ' : . ~ ... 
In 1961 Mathan Blumberg, dean of the School of 
Journalism at Montana State university, saids 
We' always have critics of the presa--qood and bad, 
qualified and unqualified, right and wrong--but ruely 
have we witnessed a steady barrage · 1aid down in a · · 
frontal assault similar to that which we recently have. 
been subjected. 46 · · · · ·· .. 
r 
Blumberg added that •the voices ~f ariticiam/ come from 
every aide and the babel is triw0pb8ntly loud· and. m;isy,·· 
but~the fact renraina that nothing much ever r~ally 
bappens~•47 , In other words, 'critics criticize and. 





publishers ~nd editors defend;· but nothing c:Onatructive •'. · .: 
; .. '.· .. 
arises from the. polemic • 
. . David Starr. managing editor of the Long Island 
pDil¥ rUaa~ in 1963 added support to Billmber9•a·c0ntention 
.. 
,,;h~n ~ said. •Newspapers must· expect c:ritlcism. '.' We're 
fair 9.ame because we make everyone else our · fair.·. game. 
What bothers me is.~o much of the critic:ism'is uninfOrmed 
~nd ttiat we ·do ao little to answer it. • 48 '" 
. . . . ~ 
' . '•, '. ··~rous reconmeridat.f.ons have been made on how to 
obtain more constructive criticism of the press •. ' ;.':. ·' .... 
. ;:: :'-._ 
James s~ Pope. managing editor of the LOuisville 
Couxie.r.alpurnaJ, in 1949 'saids "I1d like to see ap;Pointed a 
urii~ersity ~mmittee to make the;first academic study bf 
individual.' neWspBpera'and to grade them.closely on perform-
ance ;,f their pe~tual obligation to present·a balancea 
and uilbiased and intelll9lble picture of.human affairs'day 
by day~~49 
'· ·Arthur B. ltowae in §lanted limfa· recommended a 
network ~·6~f panels of working newspapermen 'in.·various 
sections of the countx-Y •. These' panels. sp0nsored .~ one of 
the national newspaper organizations, could meet regularly 
' ' • J • ~ 
to judg~ newsp~per ·objectivity. ~O · : · 
. ; :Blumbe.rg, 51 Frank ~lly · and Barry · s ~ · Aslim0re52 , tri · 
' '., . . ; ' . 
1961" reC::Ommend~d . that an independent national board· or ·. ' ·· ' 
committee be established .to evaluate press per.fOrmance. and 
preaa criticism. Blumberg suggested that thia board, 
14 
composed of. vigorous, com;petent critics, would examine and.; 
investigate the press on a national scale, independently •. ·· 
without fear or favor. 'l'bey would be free to report 
regularly what they found. · They would defend the pres• 
... 
against wiinfo.rmed or misinformed attacks as well as point 
out the shortcomings of individual newspapers .. ·The· 
conm,iJ.ttee would allow space in its reports for replies and 
for dissenting opinion. But most important, .it would 
provide,: the central point for a continuing study· of the 
Amer~ca~press.and the critics would.knowwhere theil: beaCl-
, 
quarters are located. 53 
William Benton, chairman of the board and publisher 
~f th~ E«Dc~J.Qpedia B~.i.tanni~a. declared in 1963 that he 
.· , 
believed th.ere was a need "for a continuing body to· ' .. ' 
criticize ,the ~rfo~ce of: the.pr~sa .. •54 John .'rebbei, in 
SUpPort of Benton. s statement. said: .. Th~ mass medi~. and .. 
the public even more, are in need of a citizen's commission 
or a bo~d of review. 055 
.. :•. 
. ' .· Arthur M. Schlesinger in 1965 reconmended that 1 
·• · •• ·a newspaper appoint an advisory council. including 
i:epresentatives of the principal segments of the , ·· 
community, which should from ti.me to time transmit to 
the·editor or publisher its.findinq• of the coverage of 
·news. This would in no way violate the newspapers• 
cherished freedom of judgment. It could always ignore 
recommendations deemed unsuitable, but the plan would 
expose the paper to a syst~tic and thoughtfUl outside 
review which would almost certainly lead to better ways 
of discharging its modern obligationa.SG · .. · . , 
. -·Of the many .recommendations mentioned. I believe 
15 
Blumberg. Kelly ana Ashmore had the better idea. Obviously 
- . ·- ' . . ~ ' 
and unfortunately their au99eation has not become a.reality 
~~ ' . ' .. . ~ . 
and its .implementation is unlikely •.... 
. . 
, .· .. ·.What _:an be. done .now .to _answer the. critics and ·. . . , 
improve press perfOrmance? 
.in .. 1961 Nathan. Blumberg pa~t~ally ·answered .this 
question when he saids 
The.American preaa baa notably improved its perform-
ance as the result of·criticiam and critical surveys. 
Make no mistake about. itr .the greatly improved 
impartiality of coverage of the 1960 campaign was due, 
in large part, to the fact the newspapera_knew they. 
were beinq closely watchod.57 . ·. . ...... ·· · · -
... '" - ' ... 
Responsible criticism based on scholar1y·eurveys 
can help· improve press performance as weli as help · 
eliminate false. unfounded criticism. To be most effective. 
however. the survey results should be publisbed and should 
refer to. _specific newspapers •. rather. than the general term,< 
"press." 
. ~ . . ~ ' 
1 
• 'l'oday, unfortunately. research in newspaper . '' . , 
,• .< I~ ",. ', j. ' 
poUtical campaign news coverage is not in vogue. Of the. 
18 published studies previously mentioned in this chapter, 
12 ~ei:e. in ~he period 19".18-1~56r ,of these, .eight concer~;.· 
~he 1952 cantpaign. . Only fOur o~ these studies were 
published after 1958. 
I , '> "· • • ' ~ 
. 'l'he summary of t1:leses and.dissertations ~hat _appears 
annually in Jpurnolism Ouarterl¥ revealed a peak of ten 
' ' . . . ~ ' ; ' ' ~ 
studies on political news coverage in 19561. eight in 1958, 
¥ • • ' " :"., •• •• -~ • 
16 
four in 1960ithree in 1962, one in 1964. and :then an up-, 
awing ·to four in 1965.; 'l'he trend ia obviously downward 
with.only a minor·cha119e in 1965, doubtless due to that 
1964 peculi~ity, an election Where many normally Republican 
papers endorsed a Democ'rat. 
More researchers are needed in thia field of 
political news reportil'l<J. 
In 1966 John c. Merrill. professor of journalism at 
the University of Missouri. said: 
The press needs criticizin9--from within and from 
without. Responsible and it1telli9en1: criticism is as 
good for the press as it is in tho press. Perhaps the 
critics will soon be forthcoming; there ara many of us 
who feel that it should boand hope that it will be.sa 
iui:posa 
'l'he research objectives of this thesis area (1) To 
provide a descriptive analysis of tho presidential campaign 
coverage, in terms of space and display. of eight Wisconsin 
newspapers for the years 1956 and 19641 (2) to describe the 
direction (favorable, unfavorable, neutral) of coveraqe and 
headlines, by party, in the eight papers for both 
campaignar (3) to determine the contpleteness of coverage by 
comparing significant campaign events diSplayed on Page One 
of the New York f!J:Dea with their coverage in these eight 
newspapersr (4) to provide a descriptive analysis of the 
administrative and non-administrative news coverage, in 
terms of space, of the eight newspapers for 1956 and 1964; 
17 
and (5) to analyze the.data compiled and to evaluate their 
performance in comparison with two studies on the "prestige 
l>X:ess" tGuido_B•-:~te~el. IJ:X•s research on the.J.960 and· 
1964 preaid~ntial campaigns).. . , :_., . 
. -
,• .. : 
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'rhis cbapteJ:' includes the design o! the research · 
cenduated and the procedure followod·in·tho collection• 
Claagification,·and tabulation Of the data. 
SeleQ.t:ion of Haaa»eJ.11 
·. '::.Most. of the prior J:eseai:ch in the area of political . 
news reporting, discussed in Chapter l, relnted,.news ,'. .. · 
favoritism or bias with· a newspaper •a editorial support for 
a· candidate• · Consequently, · in determining which newspapers 
to utilise in.this study, primary concern was with the. 
editorial stands of newspapers toward presidential candi-
dates. 
' ~... ' 
.,. 
'l'he editorial preferences of the entire Wisconsin 
daily press was tabulated from the polls published in the 
October and/or November editions of Mi.to~ & Rtmli•Juu: 
during election years since 1932. ln a few instances, 
individual newspapers• editorial pa9oa had to be examined 
to determine a paper's editorial atand, usinq the collec-
tions at the Wisconsin State Biatorica1·society•. 
23 
Several nawspapera had given the same political 
party•a·canclidate their editorial endorsement ~oughout 
these years. And some of·· the papers had only ·departed• once 
from abaOlute one-party endorsement. Bacauae of· their one-
, .. 
•ided support, .these newspapers were conaidered·more 
auapeat · of political·: party favoritism in their news· column11 
than.other Wisconsin papers that ware leas riqid in thair 
party.endorsements. ·.I•,,.' 
· 'lbe field of selection was further delimited by· 
another chu:acteristia--non-c:ompetitiva.atatua. · To be 
included in this study, a· paper had to be the only daily 
newspaper published in its city. :tt is believed that papers 
without local competition have a greater responsibility to 
provide their readers with both·sidea of controversial 
issues, beoauae .. of their near-monopoly aituationa. 
· .. 'l'he product. of this selection waa these eight ·news-
papers a 
. ' 1. l'ort Atkinson""'Jefferaon county UDiqn 
(Titled the Daily Jefferson County.Union in 
1956) . ' . ' . . . . " '. ' ' ''•' . ' .. . 
2. Green Bay .f.re&a-Gazgtto 
3• Janesville Q•z.ett• (Titled the Janosvi~le Daily o,azette in 1956) 
,• t ' . i ,· 
4. Lacrosse Tribune 
5. Marshfield Newa-Herpld 
6. Oshkosh Na:z::tbt«tat•i:n 
· · · ·· · · · · (Titled the Oshkosh pail:,! t:tai:thWoatern in 1956) 
1. Sheboygan Pre•• 
a. Wausau Bacard-Herald 
24 
Since 1932, six of the papers had always supported 
the same political party•s presidential candidate. The 
other two--Green Bay Preaa-oozottc and the Marshfield Hew•-
BeraJ.d--only once departed from· this pat tarn.··· .· In 1932 the 
~· .. 
... 
Green Bayl>;reaa-Gazc.ttA. supported Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
however, since that time, it has supported only Republican 
. ' 
presidential candidates. And the 1:1mU1.-Bcra1d departed from 
its otherwise consiaten~ Republican support by giving 
. . . 
Roosevelt the edqe over Thomas E. Dewey in 1944•, The·Only 
paper of the eight to.support.the Democratic' candic:Sate 
regularly waa the Sheboygan Pregs. 
'! ; 
lextinnnt Data QD &ewspapeu. 
and 'tJlei~ 'Ltiea 
•, . ~ -. ' . . . \ ·, ,. 
.. 
Five of the eight newspapers selected have been 
, I 
under the same ownership since 1932. · The Janesville · · · 
Gazattfl• Oshkosh Bgrt;lmeater;:n, and Wausau RQeord-BeJ::ald 
chariged ownership after 1932, but prior to the 1956 .. · .. 
c:an;>aign. Thus, all eight newspapers were owned-and 
presumably innuenced-by the same persons in 1956 as in 
the 1964 campaign. 
These eight newapapera have a conibined circulation 
of 201, 064, almost 17 per cent of the total daily newspaper 
circulation in the state of Wisconsin. 
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l'isheriea, . . r 
Grains 
Automobiles, 
Pens, · hrminc~J · 
,32,697 ... 32,907 .. Manufacturing,: 
Agriculture, 
Breweries 




lS,650 25,935 Manufacturing, 
Agriculture 
46, 342 . 25, 856 281445. Manufacturing, 
Agriculture 
32,592 17.136 18,965 LUmber'Product.a, 
. . . Breweries, 
Agriculture 
.. 
8Jrigurea ~r~·interpolations from the 1950 and 1960 
u. s •. Census. 
blt'igurea from isli.ta:. & fJlbliabsa: XeaEl2PQk for 
applicable yeaz: •... 
c;,ata from 1962 a. lf· .\¥.OE .and. Soda OJ.re£:tA:r.¥• 
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As the. foregoing figures reveal, the circulation of 
all oigh~ newspapers has increased since 1956. Also of 
note is that in 1956 these papers comprised 15.6 per cent 
of the total daily newspaper. circulation in Wisconsin, but 
"" today that figure has increased to 16.9 per cent. Thus, 
, " 
these papers ,are gaining in both absolute and rolative 
circulation, i~ terms of their importance to the state as a 
whole. ,. Five of the :eight newspapers had. an increase in per 
capita circulation from 1956 to 1967. The Green Bay P;r;oas-
Ggzottc, Janesville QazottQ. and LaCrosae f:iJ>una were .the 
papers to experience a decline in.per capita circulation 
during this period (this is based on the tabulated data 
above and the estimated population/circulation figurea in 
the llJi2. ll• 8& .2· Xoai-;b.Qg}>) • 
lt must be remembered for purposes of this study 
that these eight newspapers are not intended to be a 
representative sample of Wisconsin newspapersr therefore, 
the findings of this thesis cannot be interpreted as neces-
sarily reflecting the performance of the Wisconsin press as 
a Whole. 
§alggtipn gf Cmm;migna 
. . . '.t'he political campaiyna of 1956 and 1964 were 
selected to provide a comparison of a factor in campaign 
newa coverage that has not been studied on the preaidenti~l 
leilel--incumbency. The only study on incumbency waa done 
in 1956 when Douglas c:. <Kelley found that incumbents fared 
., . ~ . " . . 
better than non-incumbents in,,news coverage •. Be surveyed 
• ' " .• ' • • '• ·~ ' f r.; 
two congressional campaign• in six Michigan dailies.1 
• -~~ - '~ :; 'J '·) • ' ,·· ~ }' ' • :·! . • . ' • ' 'I• ' , I• ·, ' ''• < :. ~ • 
·This study will.describe ·the coverage received by 
"• 
;· • . • '.. . . . • ' • ' • . • '} . . . •. •i . 
Rstm.Wli&an President .Dwi9ht D. · BisenboWer and Pomoc:~atJJ;f 
defin8das SePtember·1..:No~·r·s.- 195G~ and September 3-
sovember 2. · i964~ . .The' septeinber 1~· 1956/"data' wae picked 
aa;·'the: approxinalte. midpoint be~een.wlien Miai'"ste~enaon 
tinofficially ~an· Ma. C~mPaig~ing· and when' Pr8sident . '. 1 -.: . 
Bia~er officially,, openGd hie' campaign tor. r~electiOn. 
Th~ ·sept~ 3. 1964 •. date was. when: the·. Mwapapexs had the 
stories abOut Goldwatf!lr•a campaign kickoff in· P~escott, : ,· ... 
A~i~~~. · . Both Bovembex 5, '19S6~~ and ~~· 2, 1964. ·were 
~he· last full daya·~f th~ c&mpaign. before. the' el~ction~', .,, .. · 
••• -. • ' ·~, '$ ' ' ,, ·~- '·: ' ' ' • ~ 
1 , • ~ ,.}l'o examine variations. in .covuage, from one time 
·. . ·' .r • ' • , ••• " .• . • ' • .·, __ ' . ,I 
period to. another, each campaign was divided into:, five time 
period•· .The five periods in the 1956 campaign were 
" . . . '· ' "· ~ .' " _.. ' ' . ... - ' . -· - ,. ... - . . ', 
September !-September 14. September 15-September 27. 
·' :, . . '. ,• . '·'· . - . ., .. : 
September 28-0ctobe~ 10, October .11-0atober .23, .. and 
' • ' ~ - c ' ~ • • • ~ ' • ' '~ - ' 
October 24-November.s. :In.the 1964 presidential campaign, 




September 16-September 27. September 28-0ctober 9. 
; .. ' 
October lO-OCtober 21. and October 22-November 2. 
' ~ . 
' : . 
.... 
. · . To 'preclude. needless effort a. random sample of three 
days was drawn from each of the five time periods of eaeh 
campaiqn. Since one .of the· papers. did not publish a 
Saturday or Sunday edition and five others' did' not publish 
on Sunday, only .weekday editions were sampled •. 
·. The sampling method used was established by trial 
and er2:0r •.. A "weekday-only" calendar was·drawn of the , 
campaign. period .and· tho five time periods separated. Then 
starting·with the first day of the campaign every aub•-
quent third day was checked on the calendar. If. as 
occurred in the 1964 campaiqn, the days marked were grouped 
so that three were in each one of the five time periods 
established, then .the sample was satisfactory• . Bawavcr, in 
the 1956 cmnpaign,· the second weekday. of the first period 
proved to be the only starting point tbat permitted every 
third day to provide the distribution required. 
This sampling- method resulted in an equal distribu-
tion of weekdays being· studied. · Three MOndays, · three 
Tuesdays, etc. were. studied in both campaigns •. · · 
The same 15 editi.ons of the eight nowapapers were 
aurveyed for each of the campaigns. 
' .... 
'i ,. , 
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c:ontent ane1ysie TacbniQllel 
Two content analysis techniques wero used--space 
measurement and headline alasaification--and these were 
applied to.all the news coverage about the campaign. 
"" Editorials-and signed columns of opinion and interpretation 
were excluded. 
Each news story was measured and its length in 
column inches recorded. It was also classified as bei119 . 
Democratic, Republican, or bipartisan on the basis of 
statement .analysis. Separate figures were maintained for 
page one ,and inside pages. Because a number of the news 
stories covered both candidates, pro and con, it was 
. ~ . ' ' 
necessary to analyze each story for the number of column 
inches devoted to each candidate • 
. ~ch campaign news headline was classified into one 
of the . following five categories s 
• •! l ~ _.· : : 
l. Streamor--A·headline across tha top of the page • 
. 2. Spread Head-A headline more than two columns 
wide, but not extending across the page. 
3. Two-column Bead--A headline two columns wide. 
4. Major One-Column Bead-A headline of 24 points .. 
. · ... ,. 
or more, normally appearing at the top of the column or in 
some .other strong display position (above the_fOld). 
s. Minor One-Column Head--Any other one-column 
head. 
It waa asawned that these distinctions are 
iftdicationa of .real difference• in news value·in·t.he 
opinion Of·the editor when be selected a particular size· 
headline fOr a etory. · 
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Beadlinee were. : also. classified. aa being Demecratia • 
... 
aepu:blican. or bipartisan• '· ~· ' < 
· To have stopped here and presented the data would 
have provided the ·readers of this tbeaia a deaeriptive 8nd : 
relatively non-cont:t:overaial presentation of the coverage 
of these two political campaigna (aomparabte·to Guidos. 
' . 
Stempel IXX'a two studies). &owever. to provide a 
' r ·'! r ;. 1 : ., , , _' · ',. ~ 
completely accurate pict~e of t~ newa coverage·. another 
r.' ~ :. '•· . '-·' , '., • : 
variable bad to be introduced-direction (favorable. 
~: . 
'• ' 
unfavorable. or neutral). Column inches may ebaW balanced 
' ' 
' ' .· 
. ' . 
coverage of two candidates. but it does not reveal that one 
. . 
; '.. ~ ~·. . ' .. 
candidate had 75" favorable-25" unfavorable coverage and 
the other had 25" favorable•75% unfavorable. In order to 
brinq direction into thia study and still not invalidate 
'(becauae of the aubjeative ;Judgment• required) the study. 
direction valuaa were introduced.· in •epar:at:e· tabl••~ · 
" · . 'l'be problem of determining direction of headline• 
waa nOt ea difficult aa·deterrninin9 direction of newa text. 
'lb.are wa&'lit:tle question Wb8ther: the'headlinea aupported a 
candidate. or vaa .'. unfaVC>rable· to himr When doubt· existed in 
tbia area. then.the headline was claaaified neutral. 
', In determining the direction of, neWa text, . the . .· .' · '' 
problem was more difficuU:. Bowever:, much of the judgn1ent 
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problena·waa eliminated by a maxim· proffered by Chilton 
ausbi.- ·· Be wrote that. since •the only purpose a candidate 
andhia supporters have for making a statement about their 
. . 
candidacy ·o.: .. the opposing candidacy is to advance their own 
. . ... 
candidacy. the direction of all· such statement• ia. 
deteJ:mined mei:ely by referring to the source.•2 · · .. ·· ~. · ' · ;·;'. 
··.; .. .. ·Direction will ·b9 · diacuaaed fw:ther in . the procedure 
aection of thia chapter. : ' . 
• • '' ' : • • "' ~ < , 
·, .. '·• 
BeliaAilit;i 
.... " • ~ ·, ~. .; , ' > ' • ' • ~ ' 
Although it is desirable in content analysis to 
'" ., . '. 
' " 
conduct a reliability test to determine the degree of 
'·: ' 
conaistency of coding. such a test was not conducted on tbe 
. . . 
'' 
data of this thesis. All decisions on relevancy, direction. 
1,•'<\ • 
. ' ; . "• ' ' '· . . . . . ' ~ '. 
and incluaion/excluaion were made by the author/coder. The 
" " . ~ . 
training of other coders was not possible within the 
j, ,, 
"' limitation of time and money for thia atudy. 
l~iiic•nt &vent Cover•&• . 
... ·. · , ·, The. front page coverage of the two presidential 
campaigns by the New York 'J'imes was surveyed. 'the Ti.mea 
waa chosen because it ia generally recognized as one of the 
fairest and moat.reliable newspapers in the United Statea. 3 
Ten aignifieant speeches made .by each.of t:h• preaide.ntial 
candidates that were .. displayed on ,:the front page of the 
'J:imga were compared with thaircoverage:in"the eight,papers 
, . 
. ,· . 
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Under atUdy to:roveal boW COmpleteiy these eight Wisconsin 
newspapers covered the campaign. .: •·. -· ' . i ~ 
'"'· ,'_ •. 
:. 
' Any column inches of: text.' that ... were •trictly . 
administrative were so classified• '.l'hua, whmf the PJ:esident 
met·a·fOreiqn dignitary in bia.capacityas head of state, 
aiqned·a billinto·law, or·conaultodwith his cabinet on· 
qo1'ernmontal matters, those events were claaailied adminia-
trative. · If the President mixed politic• with official 
government businesa, by apeakin<J on his administration'• 
gain& while signing a bill, then the column inches of text 
went on the nc>n-administrative aide of the·lodqer.· When 
doubt existed as to whether the newa vaa administrative, 
the new• was classified non-administrative. 
Aa mentioned previously in this chapter, those data 
will be· used to describe the news.coverage received by a 
Republican incumbent President in 1956 and a Democratic 
incumbent President in 1964 • 
. '"' 
Qa.ta .· Q:lllect.ion ·.·· 
· · · 'l'he research involved the caroful scanning of 15 
editions of the eight newspapers for each campaign. 
All news headline• and column inches of news text 
' ' 
th•r me~tlone4 the presidential candidates by name or title 
.3l 
were classified by newspaper as Pemocratic, Republican, -~ 
).)ip;u;tiaan_on the basis .of statement,:. analysis. In addition, 
any column.inches of .text ~hat-were administrative were so 
classified. :, ; . ~· ': .,.. '' ;. . 
• .. ··· ' . .,.. •.. ·•' 
"" -
·· • ._, : .~::Those, same. yardatic'ka~.,.column: inches and beadlines·-
11J~re. categorizad by_n&Wspapar_as.favorable,· unfavorable, or 
J\&!Jtral to .. thoir r~epactive refar&nts in ·accordance with 
the working definitions and coding instructions sot fOrth 
below. 'l'he coded. data were then tabulated to reflect each 
newspaper• a coverages" 
(1) news cov_erage (page. one, inside and total) in 
column inches, by puty . 
(2) percentage of apace.by party, in.each of five. 
time.periods 
J3) ; number of each of five types of headlines, by 
party 
. ,- ~ '• .· ,. ~- .; ; : ' , '•' .. 
' ,· ... ', '" 
. ·'., , . (4) direction of coverage in p&rcontago, by party 
(5). direction of headlines in percentage, by party ... 
·· -covaraga .()f the ten . eignificant .events waa tabulated 
1'y newspaper for each campaign and party. 
l'inally, tho bar ,graph .for administrative .veraU8·::, ,;_. 
non-~dminiatrative.coverage £or.each .campaign by party.was 
drafted.. . .. "' 
• I ,t 
.. '. '· "< • ~ 
. .,·, ,! 
. •,·. 
Th~ ~pe~~~ional· definitions f~r" thta ·: the~ia. ~re··~. 
follows a 
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" Seadlinea The heading over a news column. Oecke or 
aeconda:y head• were counted separately. 
, .. ·· .·· Hews Story {or non-editorial, non-advertising 
ClOVerage)1 Includes feature atoriea1 but. not. items on 
..... '• 
editorial .pages, signed editorials elaew'here, letters to 
the editor, nor syndicated columns, comic strips,.· and 
,- . ' 
advice to the lovelorn. 
R!!! ferentss 
'P' --
Adlai E. Stevenson 
Dwight D. &isenhower 
Barry H. Gol.dWator 
Lyndon a. Johnson 
J>irection1 Favorable, unfavorable, or neutral to a 
referent. 
Favorables Indicating praise or support fOr a 
referent without doing likewise for the referent•s 
opponent • 
.unt1~ox;1blea Indic:atinq criticism or lack of support 
for a referent without doing likewise for the roferent•s 
opponent. 
' '. ~ .. 
" b\li:;:AJ.1 Indicatinq neither praise nor support for a 
referent nor criticism or lack of support fOr him. Also 
used When direction is so balanced that it cannot be deter-
mined to be favorable or unfavorable. 
'l'he underlying rule for determining direction was 
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cone.latency.· Speaial care was t&ken to achieve consiatenc:y 
in coding all newspapers. · J:t waa felt that even though · : ' 
basic dec:iaiona · aa to· coding: might have been· made : ,., 
erroneous~y ~ if· theae d•ciaiona · were . kept throughout the 
coding,, ~he meaaurement:would not be biaaad• · 1 ·• ,.,' 
<.· . 
.C.~m....lm.txl.l~ 





Include a news headline or the column inches of a 
'» .·: 
' ~ . ·'· -~ ~', . .. ;.,.:. :: 
. ~.. .· 
naws story in this study if it mentions (by name or tit~e) 
. :.: ', •· . ! .· ~ -~"' 1 ' ~ •• 
Bisenhower or Stevenson in the 1956 campaign and Johnson or 
i' •. 
Goldwater in 1964 • 
. ···: 
1. When a referent is mentioned in an item C?hiefly 
about other 8.ubj~ts.' measure only , the number of column 
. ~ \ . \ 
inches dealing. with the candidate. . .. 
~:~·,' .~ • • • • .' .·'. : ,., ~.:. "'. 1 \1.,\, ~~ ·.,'_,, •. • .~ ~ ·,:, ,.,,J • .:.·•,' t~' 
2. Where news columns are pri~ted in extra-wide 
} -~ '. : .. , 
columns, increase the column inch fi9lJre so as to account 
~ , ' 
for the additional apace. 
~ . ' '. 
·,,,, ... 
3. Measure relevant news text to the nearest column 
,, 
inch. However, mention of a candidate automatically gives 
': ':: > ., I >' "' •,_ ~l ,.• • ~ < 
him spac:e measurement equivalent to a minimum of one column 
inch. 
JU~ectians 
1. When a headline or a column inch is both favor-
able to one candidate and unfavorable to hia opponent. make 
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a judgment as to which is predominant. 
'' 
2. When a headline or a ·column inch is both neutral 
to one candidate and favorable.or unfavorable to_bia. 
opp0nent,· classify it to the· latter candidate.· 
...... ~ 
3 •. ·;Consider a. prediction of election victory to be 
. . ' ·, ' { . ' 
a pro-caftdidate statement. Thia includes reports from 
pollsters~ If _the prediction is of a neutral nature, 
classify it aa neutral. 
4. When headlines or column inches of news text are 
generated as a result of news emanating from the referent 
or a member of his pCU"ty as a source, classify them as 
favorable to the referent, unless the statements of the 
reporter have a decidedly unfavorable flavor. 
s. Classify headlines ancl column inches of nows 
text which strictly concern the candidate with respect to 
hie functions in a present political of flee as neutral. 
6. Classify headlines and column inches of news 
text covering tho administrative movements of a candidate 
as favorable to the candidate. 
1. Classify items aa neutral when judgments cannot 
be made as to whether the action reported would be favor-
able or unfavorable to tbe referent. 
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li>ouqlas c. Kelley. '*'Press coverage of TWO Michigan 
Congressional Elections. " .J.ouQal;f.sm ~~. 351447 
(Fall 195~) ..,_ . . . . 
2Chilton R.. Bush. "The Analysis of Political 
Campaign .Nswa," ~t:.naliwa .QW!~tiu::J..¥, 28:252 (Spring 1~51). 
·" · .. · , ,, 3w111iam L. Rivera, !'l.1UI. Qpi.niQJUDilkega (Bostons Beaeon Press. 1965)'. p. 54. 
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Thia chapter will analyze th8 data collected and 
' 
then avalliate the eight Wisconsin newepapera~ P.rf~rmancea 
as compared to the •prestige press• in Guido Stempel III'• 
atudi~a of 19601 and 1964. 2 -
i' Co1umn Inch C,gveras.a 
'l'he Republican Party consistently received more 
; ·, 
coveraqe on both the front and inside pa9ea in 19561 the 
only exception was coverage by the ShebOygan Press which 
gave Stevenson greater page one coverage than the 
Republican candidate (see Table l)J this was; Of course, 
the only paper of the eight that supported Stevenson. 
. . 
Worthy of note is the one-sided coverage of· the 
: " t ~ ' t 
Daily Jefferson County UnigQ and the Oshkosh J;2ai1¥ Nox;th-
·1 • 
xo1tgrn. Their editorially supported candidate. Eisenhower, 
received more than twice the column inch coverage received 
•'. 
by ~.i• Democratic rival . (:Unign--l>em. 37, Repub. Blr 
HQ'1:hwe•tcrn-nem. 203, Repub. 423) •. 
i' 
In 1964 the l)emocrata. u:.e., Lyndon B. Johnson) had 
. . . 
a alight edge in space for the eight newspapers as a Whole, 
as shown in Table 2. However, this edge amounted to leas 
TABLE L 
~ .. . .. , . -~--
·'·" 
COLUMH mCHES·DBVOTB.I> BY BIGB'f WISCO:SSlll·DWSPAPBRS TO COVERAGE OP THE 
1956 PRBSlDD.rIAL CAMPAlGH1.SEP.rBMBBR·l-HOVSMBER 5 
(O-Democrat1 . a-Republicanf B-Bipartisan). 
~ ._ ' ' • • • '. > • ' - -
·· »age One·~· · ·· · Inside c •• •• ·· ?l'otal · 
- J) ·R B D· a B D R · . B 
....----------~-~-~ --
Daily Jefferson. 




37 Bl. --· 
Green Bay 
Presa-Gazette 62 96 1 145 169 126 207 265' 127' 
Janesville 
l>aily Gazette-· 86 88 ..... : 100 120 114 186 208, 114" 
Lacrosse Tribune 102 177 7 193 209 66 295 386 73 
Marshfield 
Hewa-Berald 130 140 8 137 155 84 267 295 92. 
Oshkosh .Daily 
Borthweste~n 11· 126·. 
-
192 297 14 203: 423 14: 
Wausau 
Record-Herald 106 125 24 196 255 75 302 380 99 
Sub-Totals 529 820 40 968 1,218 479 1.497 2,039. 519 
Sheboygan Presa 116 77 13. 178 205 93. 294 282'· 106 
Tota la 645. ·897. 53 1.146 1.423 572 11791 2,320 "625' 
.. -. ~· . ; ": ,,. . - _: ·-- ..,_· -.--- '·. ' . ~ 
- . ,, , ' . --- .~ . ~ 
,.., --. ';' ":: ·.. .:~. :.· ·. ,·· .. .. , ~· ·. ' •. ~ ~. ' . ~ ... ~;. .. 
·' 
,, 
'. ' ·- - .• 
. •· ~ .... ' ' . ·~-· 
.. ·. . ~ 
' 







cox.Uu ·1uams DBVO'l'BD BY BIGBT WlSCONSD NBWSPAPERS ro <X>VERAGB 01' TBS 
1964 PRBSIDBNTDL CAMPAIGN, SEPTEMBER 3-NOVBMBD 2 
. U>-J>emocratt ll-Republicanr B-Bipartiaan) 
Page One Xnaida· 
. · Total 
' D R B D. R :B J) R B 
Fort Atkinson-
Jefferson County 
Daily Union · 83 91 8 27 28 1. 110. ll9 15 
Green Bay· 
.Preas-Gazette 120 145 
-
380 309 155 500 454 155 
,~ 
Janesville .. 
·Daily Gazette* 127 124 l 115 110 159 242 234 160 
Lacrosse Tribune• 108 110 24 205 212 104 313 .. 322 128 
· Marshfield .. 
·· Hews-Herald 208. 174 16 ... 261 
·, 
199 155 469 373 215 
·Osbkoah Daily 
Borthwestern . 134·· 141 
-
247 261 .· 166 381 402 166 
Wausau ·· 
* . 104 197 200 Record-Herald 146 3 198 181 292•· 327 
Sub-Totals 884 831 52 1,423 . 1,300 . 943 21307 2,231 1,039 
· Sheboygan Presa · 156 109 36 245 277 268 401 386 304 
Totals · .. 1,040 1,040 ea 1,668 1,577 11211 2,1oa 21617 11343 
,., 
· •These newspapers have a nine-column paqe. To make fiqures comparable to 
those papers with eight columns, I have multiplied the original column inch ;:. 
figures for these newspapers by 8/9 or .899. 0 
41 
than one per cent (.8%) of the total coverage. 'l'he front 
page coverage.was even, to tho inch. The total coverage. 
. ' ' 
shows that four of the eight newspapers gave the Democrats 
more coverage in this Cm:\Paignr the Democratic Sheboygan ....... ' 
""' fXe&fi WU One' Of these, but it only provided its 
editorially supported candidate a 15-inch advantage.:. 
·The am0unt of coverage in 1964 was about 42"1' more 
than in 1956 (31% more, if stories deemed bipartisan are . 
excluded). 'nlis large percentage variance, perhaps, 
reflects a greater awareness on the part of the newspapers 
studied Of the need to inform their readers' more fully. · . .', ·'" 
. I , 
about presidential candidates during poJ.itical campaigns •.. ,: ' 
• ' ( ' f 
lt may also be due to generally expanded coverage of all. 
kinds, since tl1ese papers were g-rowin9 in circulation 
during 1956-64. 
l.9.SG-64 Shl.ftl in Pe,cmt;age .ot! s;mzex;a!J,ft 





overall showed that the majority of nmlspapers in 1956 (see 
Table 3) ware within seven per cent of absolute balanced· 
' 
coverage-SO-SO split. The Sheboygan R:CtUUI, presented the :. 
most nearly balanced coverage when it gave 51% of its spac:e 
.. 
to the »onocrats and 49" to the Republicans. The imbalanoe' 
of Political news covera9e by the Daily Jefferson County 
Dnian (31.3% l.>em.-68. 7% Repub.) and the Oshkosh Daily 
lioxt.bxe•tern (32.4" Dem ... 67.6% Repub.)_reflec:ts either a 
TABLE 3 
PERCENTAGE OF Dlll-lOCRATIC Alm REPUBLICAN SPACE IN EIGHT WISCONSIN NEWSPAPERS IN EACH 










Sept. 15- Sept. 28-. Oct. 11-
Sept. 27 Oct. 10 Oct. 23 
- -
J) R D R D R 
Oct. 24- ' Total 
Nov. 5 ' Total Col.In. 
D R 1) R 
4.2% 2.6% 5.9% 20.3% 9.:YA 2.6" 8.5% 4.2% 3.4% 39.0% 31.3% 68.7% 118 
i1.9 io.a 9.1 i2.1 1.6 1.0 a.1 ls.9 1.2 9.1 43.9 s6.1 472 
6.3 4.6 J.3 6.9 io.4 s.J io.a 19.a i1.o 16.2 47.2 s2.a 394 








9.3 1.4 a.s 1.3 i1.1 6.3 i2.1 is.1 s.9 22.4 41.s s2.s 562 
2.2 3.4 6.s 13.6 io.4 io.1 6.3 16.1 1.0 24.4 32.4 67.6 626 
1.a 9.2 s.6 i2.2 a.1 4.0 i1.9 14.3 io.9 16.0 44.J ss.1 682 
9.4 3.a· a.s 9.4 ll.1 a.1 12.0 11.1 e.o 16.o s1.o 49.o 576 
llotei These percentage figures are derived by dividing the total number of column Ito> 
inches shown in the extreme right hand column of this table into t:be column. inches of space a N 
candidate received on the three days sampled during each of the above time periods. , 
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deliberately introduced editorial bias in the paper'• news 
coiumna or a warped aensa' of political news jud~ent on the' 
i • . ~ • • ·~. 
part of the newspapers• editors and/or publiahera. ·; 
In l964 the paper moat. favorable to the.Democrats· " 
.... 
' 
was the Marshfield Hmm.-Barald with 55.6~ for the Democrats· 
and 44.4% for the Republicana (aee Tabla· 4). 
. . 
was' also th~ furthest from balanced coverage-a mere s. 6%· : ' .) 
; r 
The paper moat favorable· to the Republicans was the '·. .::, 
i ; 
Wausau l\®om-s:er•ld, with s2.9% of its spac·e for the 
Republican.candidate and 47.l" for the Democrat. ·'the. 
I '• l 
LaCrosae ·Ta:iJ;mnt, with a pro-Republican 50.8 to 49.2. split·,~ '.;· 
. " ' . ,. 
provid<Jd the most nearly balanced cove.rage of the eight 
.. : ,' ' ( ' . 
t •, ~ • • 
. newepapera for 1964 •. 
A look at newspapers individually shows a marked.• 
diffe~ence in e0vera9e between 1955. and i964 ·in most news- ... 
papers. Six of the papers moved closer to a so-so .ratio in , 
newa cover~go. :The ~st notable ahifta in 1964 wer~ the < :.: ": 
t • · • I~' 
Fort Atkinson-Jefferson County D~ily Union (16. 7%. shift). ,, ' 
the Oshkosh ll&Ll.¥ Uortbwestarn (16.3% shift). and the Green . , 
.. 
Bay ~sa:-aaz.e~e (8.6% shift). Of course, in terms of. ' "\ ,' 
'• 
approaching balanced coverage, the first two .. of these 
. 
papers had more ·room for improvement. than the others~ .. 
The Sheboyqan P:ce•a provided exactly the same ·~. 
\ '' .... ·; '. 
coverage in both c:ampaigns-51" pro-Democrat and 49% pro-
Republican. ·'' .,, ,', 
. ,. ,. . 
,,. -·· z· . 
. ··, The Marshfiel~ li@Hl-lifiralO, waa the only paper of the .. : ." . 









PRRCEBTAGB 01' DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN SPACB I1f BIGB'l' WISCONSIN · DWSPAPERS l1i EACH 
, , . OP l'XVE TIME PERIODS DURitlG 'i'HE 1964 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ; ~ '.y 
,_ Sept. 3- Sept. 16- : .. Sept. 28- Oct• 10- - Oct. ·22-. Total 1 Sept. 15 Sept. 27 Oct. 9 Oct• 21 Nov. 2 , : Total·. col.In. 
n· R' 
·D R D : R. D :a D R D ,, R 
Fort Atkinson-
Jefferson County 
Daily Union' : 14~8% 17 ·°" 7.4% 14.4%, 8.7% 12.3" 14.()% 3.5% 3-1% ·4•8% 48.°" 52.0% 229 
Green Bay , 
Press Gazette .. . io.2 1.s 1.1 11 .. 3 '-~ 12.4 i1.s •. 13.o : . a.a -- 9.2 ·a.4 52.S: · 47.S 954 
. 
Janesville 
Daily Gazette•· 9.3 , 6.3 9.0 11.9 e.o 8.6 io.1 :- 6.3 14-4 10.6 so.a 49.2 477 
Lacrosse TribWltl * 8~7 - s.s 9.5 9.9 1.0 12.~- 12.0 .· a.o 12.0 1s.2 49.2 so.a 636 
Marshfield ·, 
Newa-Borald 10~1 : .. 8.6. .. 6.7' a.9. 9.0 10.7' 16.9 7.5 12.9 a.1 SS.6- -• 44.4 842 
Oshkosh Daily _ .,,~. 
Northwestern .· 4.5 ·10.0 a.1 a.a , i2.4 12.5 9.6 a.o 13.5 12.0 48.7· 51.3 783 
. ·' 
,_. 
Wausau . .. * ·.• ~'. 
Record-Herald . 8~5 12.4 7.9 13.8 . a.J 13.2<- 12.2 7.3 . -10.2 '6.2 41.1.: 52.9 619 
Sheboygan Press a._9 .. a.4 s.2 16.l ' 9.8 7.5" 14.6 9.5 12.S -. 1.s s1.o· 49.o 787 
.. 
•'l'bese newspapers have a nine-column page. To make totals comparable to.those of 
papers with eight· columns., I have multiplied.the original total column inches for these papers 
by 8/9 or .aa9. , . · . · · · . · · , :. 
Note: These percentage figures are derived by dividing the total number of column~ 
inches shoWn in the extreme right hand column of this table (except fOr the three starred. 
papers where the unadjusted figure was used) into the column inches of space a candidate 




eight to move from nearly balanced coverage in 1956 (47.5% 
Jlem.-s2.s% Repub.) toward more one-sided coverage in 1964 
(55.6% Dsm.-44~4% aepub.). The shift of e.1% was away from 
the Ue.wa-Berold's editorially endorsed candidate. Goldwater. 
"'' 
and 3.1%.away from a 50-50 split. 
The data in the 1956 campaign would support a 
hypothesis that editorial preference results in news prefer-
ence; all eight papers gave their editorially endorsed 
candidates more news coverage than his opponent. '?his same 
hypothesis is not substantiated in the 1964 campaign, 
becauae three newspapers (Green Bay•s, Marahfield•s, and 
Janesville's) all gave their endorsed candidate's opponent 
greater coverage. 
Yadillons in <:gyerage. Quring...tba li'la T:i.Dlft iin:i2da 
Table 3 reveals that the Democrats in the 1956 
campaign had an advantage in the first time period. 
President Bisenhower didn't start his campaigning until 
September 13 and Stevenson had been campaigning actively 
since he received the Democratic nomination in August. The 
Republican presidential candidate, actively campaigning 
during the second time period, dominated the news. 
Stevenson was the more newsworthy in all eight papers 
during the middle time period. The start of this time.,· 
period was when the President "took. a relaxed view• and was 
campaigning very little.3 During the last t\fO periods 
46 
Eisenhower was predominant in the news. He was campaigning 
harder and also during the last period the Suez Crisis 
resulted'in more administrative news concerning the· 
President• 
. .... -~, 
Table 3 shows that the Republican candidate, ~in all 
papers but the Green Bay Press-Gazette, received more news 
coverage"during the· last two time periods than· in the other 
three combined. 'l.'his trend is not true for Stevenson.·_ His 
largest percentage of news exposure was in the first three 
periods, e:Xcept for two newspapers •. In the Janesville 
DAily GazQtte, Stevenson was covered more during the latter 
part of the campaign. ' ' 
In looking at the variations of coverage through the 
1964. campaign, the Republiean•s strongest time periods were 
the second and third (see Table 4). The Democratic candi-
date had slightly' more coverage'in the first period than 
his opponent. Campaign coverage of President Johnson 
coinp1etely dominated the period.beginning October 10. with 
all eight·n~spapers giving the Democrats more space. The 
last period :was also predominantly nernocratic~'. 
Headline Dist,ibution. 
, ' ', ': 
It would seem feasible that the proportion of head-
' 
lines for each political side would be_virtually the same 
'' '. . . 
as the propor~ion of .space for each side. Generally, this 
is so. 
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In 1956 the Daily Jefferson County Union and ~he 
Oshkosh Dai~ mort:bt.fostern did follow their prior pettern 
and heavily favored Eisenhower in headline distribution 
(seo Table ·s) ~ The Green Bay ii:ua-nozette. Lacrosse 
1'r;i.1>1ane, and the Wausau Becoi:d-Uex;ald led their news 
.-, 
columns witb nearly balanced headlines for each party.· But 
th~ Marshfield tf.elrla-Hara,14 and Sheboygan iresa reversed · 
themselves •.. They provided the candidate they opposed, 
edit!'Jriaily~· more headlines, yet less space in their ninwa ·. · 
l .. 
columns. 
The Janesville llnil¥ Gazette had the greatest 
· percentage difference between its headline distribution 
' ' .. ~ 
'.' (34% Dem.-66% aepub.) and its news coverage (43. 9% Dem.- . £ 
56.1% aepub.). This difference of about 10% (43.9% minus 
34%). favors the paper's editorially endorsed candidate~ 
Table 6, likewise, displays the balanced emphasis in 
the 1964 campaign by these eight newspapers. 'l'he percent'"'.:: 
age difference in the amount of headli."les for the two ' 
.·' f 
presidential candidates was only .8% of the total number 
with Goldwater receiving the greater quantity. , "· 
Only two newspapers--the .Marshfield Bmm.-&r~ald: and: S 
'.· ·~ :, 
./' 
. ~ :;~ 
coverage ·and then gave the other <:illldidate more headlines.:;·. 
The. Fort Atkinson-Jefferson County Daily JJ.niwl had the: 
gr~atest percentage difference betw~en its headline 
._. .. 
.... ·" .·· 
:'.! ,:,. . 
... , ' ~ ~: 
'' 
T.ABLB 5 
J>IS'l'RIBUTIOR OF KBADLINBS !OR. 'mE DEMOCRATIC Mm REPUBLJ:CAB PRESIDENTIAL CAIDIDADs 
IH BIGHT WISCOBSDI DWSPAP.ERS DURlllG 'fBB 1956 CAMPAIGll (D-Democ:ratic1 a-Republican; B-Bipartiaan) 
Major Minor' 
Streamer Spread 'l'Wo-Column One-Column One-colulnn Total 
-
D RB 1> a B 1> n B DR B D a B DR B 
Daily Jefferson 
county Union 1 1 2 5 l 2 7 1 
Green Bay 
Presa-Gazette 1 2 4 2 8 6 l 6 14 1 19 24 2 
Janesville 
Daily Gazette l 3 l 3 13 13 17 17 33 l 
Lacrosse Tribune 2 3 1 9 l 4 2 23 18 1 29 32 3 
Marshfield 
News-Herald l 3 8 17 10 7 7 1 27 26 l 
Oshkosh Daily 
Borthwestern l 2 12 1 3 18 42 2 21 58 2 
Wausau 
Record-Herald l l 10 13 5 5 1 7 12 23 31 1 
Sub-Totals 5 12 2 22 SS l 35 26 2 76 115 · 6 139 211 11 
Sheboygan Press 2 4 11 18 l 14 15 1 27 37 2 
Totals · 7 16 2 33 76 2 35 26 2 90 130 7 165 248 13 
Note: 'l'bese figures are the simple arithmetic totals of headlines that were 
classified Democratic, Republican,. or Bipartisan· that appeared in the 15 newspaper editions t 
surveyed in. the 1956 campaign. · · · .. · · · 
: ~ ~~' . ·.,.~ ;"'- ~-. "~··· .f ... ·~ 
'l'ABLB 6 
. ~ . -
DISTRIBt.J'f ION. OF HEADLIHES .. ~It THE DBMOCRATIC AND RUUBLICAll PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES 
l!'ort-Atkinaon-
Je f feraon · eounty 












IN liIGHr WISCO!fSIN NEWSPAPERS DURING THE 1964 CAMPAIGN 
(»-Democratic 1 R-Republlcanr B-Bipartisan) 
- ---
Streamer Spread 






D R . B . D R· B · D ._ It B 
Total 
n:R B 















2 . .1 5 
·i l. 
3 •. 7 1 
10 17 
1 ;; 19 16 
16 11 1 . 11 11 
··.,I-
.. 
2 19 19 
.16 :·is·· 
'.. 8 13 
2 13 11 '. 
'15 18 









49 .56 ' 3 
. ' 
40 '36 .:. 3 
Sub-Totals 0 1 0 46 43 6. 68 68 ;· 8 ., 55 51 $ 89 100 .. 2 258 263 ·. _21 
17 21 ' 1 43 : 43 . . 2 Sheboygan Press · 10 10 1 15 12 l 
Totals 0 l 0 56 53 7 83 80 .. 8 •.. 56 51 5 106 121 ·"- 3 301 306 23 
Notet These figures are the simple arithmetic totals of headlines that vere ;. ~ 
classified Democratic, Republican, or Bipartisan that appeared in the 15 newspaper editions '° 
surveyed in the 1964 campaign. 
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distribution (40% Dem.-6()% Repub.) and its news coverage' 
. . 
(48%-52") ~ This difference of eight per cent favors the 
paper•a editorially endorsed candidate. 
·Headline distribution in the 1956 campaign was 
,..,... •'' 
similar to the news coverage in that rac:e--iopsided. The 
Republican heads numbered almost 50% more than the 
'' 
Democrats (248-165). In contrast, headlines in 1964 were· 
almost balanced. (301.:.306), with the-Republican candidate 
9ettin9 the edge~ 
. , 
• 'J ' 
Ilirmction pf C,overage Ind Headlines 
' ' 
Table ~ >:eveala that the· eight Wisconsin.· newspapers .'. 
. ' 
in 1956 consistently gave the candidates they supported . 
editorially a gr~ater percentage of favorable news coverage. 
. . 
than hie opponent. And the newspapers also gave their , 
cantlidate•s opponent'a higher percentage of unfavorable 
news than their candidate. aote the wide variation between 
the Sheboygan Pgasa. Which editorially backed Steveruson, ·•• \ 
and all the other newspapers on'the chart that supported 
the Republican candidate. 
. ' 
Generally, the fOregoing ia true of headlines, as 
shown in Table B~ An editorial endorsement meant·a·1ar<Jer' 
percentage of favorable headlin~s for the man aup~rted and' 
' : ', ,. ·.• . • ~ . . I . 
a smaller .Percentaqe of Unfavorable. heads than his 
opponent •.. Note that .the Marshfield_ lieXm.-Heralsf provided . : ·1· 
.• •,. 
' .. 
almost perfectly d;rection-balanced · hciadlinoa for the two .. · ·· 
candidates. 
TABLE 1 
DIRECTION OP coVnMl BY .PBRCENTAGB IB .. EIGBT WISCONSIN ~EWSPUDS 
IN THE 1956 CAMPAIGN, BY PARTY 
Democratic Republiean 
Favorable Unfavorable Neutral Favorable Unfavorable Neutral 
Daily Jefferson 
county Union 56.8% 13.5% 29.7% 84.2% 6.6% 9.2% 
Green Bay 
Preas-Gazette 73.4 14.S 12.1 75.l 6.2 18.7 
Janesville 
Daily Gazette 66.1 15.l 18.8 74.5 9.4 16.l 
Lacrosse Tribune 75.6 18.6 s.a 86.6 6.0 7.4 
Marshfield 
News-Herald 71.2 16.8 12.0 78.3 is.a 5.9 
Oshkosh Daily 
13.4 Northwestern 71.9 13.B 14.3 74.8 11.a 
Wausau 
Record-Herald 76.5 1.1.6 11.9 88.6 7.6 J.a 
Sheboygan Preas 81.6 15.3 3.1 55.3 30.1 14.6 
* . Data ex.elude admiIU.strative coverage • 
. · Notet These fiqures are derived by dividing the total column inches of 
coverage of a candidate obtained from the 15 newspaper editions surveyed into each of "' 
the column inch totals of the three direction categories (favorable. unfavorable, .... 
neutral). 
TABLE 8 
* DIB.BC'lION OF BSADLINBS BY l?ERCBN'!'AGE IN EXGBT WISCONSIN NEffSPAPERS 
ZN TBS 1956 CAMPAIGN, BY PARTY 
Democratic Republican 
J'avorable Unfavorable Beut.ral .Favorable Unfavorable 
:Daily Jefferson 
·county Union 50.()% 
-
50.0% as. 1" --
·Green Bay 
Press-Gazette 42.1 · is.a 42.l 69.6 4.3 
Janesville 
Daily Gazette 47.1. 35.3 17.6 58.6 10.3 
" Lacrosse Tribune 37.9. 13.B 48. 3 .' Sl.7 3.S 
Marshfield 
News-Herald 55.6 14.B 29.6" 52.4 14.3 
·· Oshkosh Daily 
4.2 No.rthwotern 9.5 
.. 
9•5 a1.o 35.4 
Wausau 
Record-Herald 47.8 8.7 43.S .· 53.3 13.4' 
.Sheboygan Press 48.1 7.4 44.S 29.7 29.7. 











Notei These figures are derived by dividing the total number of headlines 
that were classified Democratic.or Republican into each of the headline totals of 
thc~three direction categories (favorable, unfavorable, neutral). tn 
N 
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In 1964 five of the seven newspapers that editorially 
'.' .•, 
supported Goldwater gave him a greater percentage of 
favorable coverage and headlines than his Democratic . 
opponent (see Tables 9 and 10) • 'l'he two exceptions are · ,.. . 
shown in Table 10. The Green Bay PJ:.eas-Gazett~ gave· 
President Johnson 15% unfavorable headlines and GOldwator 
20. 5%. The Lacrosse T:i::i:b&Ulil gave Johnson 59 .1" favorable 
headlines and gave Goldwater only 40.5%. 
As shown in '!'ables 9 and 10. the Sheboygan Prega. ·• 
departed from the norm by favoring their editorially . 
endorsed candidate's opponent with more favorable news 
coverage. Goldwater received 69.9% favorable coverage. : 
while . Johnson had 60. JOA. Furthorioore. the Democratic 
candidate had more unfavorable coverage (14.5%) than· 
Goldwater (8.1'%) in the Press. This same departure from 
the usual is noted in Table 10 where the Republican candi-
date had a greater percentage of favorable headlines 
(44.2 to 41) than his Democratic opponent. 
Seven of these eight Wisconsin newspapers in the 
1956 "campaign gave their editorially supported candidate 
.. 
more favorable news coverage and headlines than his 
opponent. The non-conformist was the Marshfield Hews-· 
Be~aJ.si. which qave Stevenson .55.6% favorable headlines to 
Eisenhower's 52.4%. 
In 1964, however. only five of the eight newspapers 
gave their editorially supported candidate more favorable 
TJ\BLE.9 
DIRECTIOU 01' COVERAGE BY PERCBN'?AG:S m.smm WISCONSIN BEHSPAPERS 
IN '?HE 1964 CAMPAlGU1 BY PAia'Y: 
Democratic aepubliean 
l'avorable Unfavorable neutral Favorable Unfavorable 
Fort Atkinson-
Jefferson county 
Daily Union 58.3" 27.8" 13.9% 66. '" ·3.4" 
Green Bay 
Presa-Gazette 55.7 20.9 al.4 68.6 11.9 
Janesville 
Daily Gazette 38.2 35.6 26.2 76.4 10.3 
Lacrosse Tribune 69.3 22.9 .7.8 77.6 ·_a.3 
Marshfield 
Hews-Herald 50.9 38.l 11.0 76.9 11.3 
Oshkosh Daily 
Northwestern 45.9 34.0 20.1 10.1 10.7 
Wausau 
Record-Herald 54.9 21.e 23.3 74.9 10.7 










Hote: These figures are derived by dividing the total eolumri inches ·of · 
coverage of a candidate obtained from the 15 newspaper editions surveyed into each 




DIRECTION OF HEADLINES BY J?ERCID.iTAGE m EIGHT WISCO»SIN NZWSPUERS 
IN 'I'HS 1964 CAMl>AIGS, B:i PARTY 
Democratic aepubliean 
Favorable Unfavorable' Neutral Favorable Unfavorable 
Fort Atkinson-
Jeffurson County 
Daily Union ·. 25.()% l2.S% 62e.5% 35.3% -
Graen Day 
Press-Gazette 42~5 15.0 42.5 45.5 20.s 
Janesville 
Daily Gazette : 2s.a as.a 48.4 53.0 ,, 9.5 
Lacrosse Tribune 59.l 18.2 22.7 40.5 13.S 
)larshfield 
--
Baws-Herald 41.7 16.7 41;.6 43.9. 12.2 
Oshkosh Daily 
.Noi;thwestern 41.S 17.0 41.5 66.1 14.3 
Wausau 
aecard-aerald 20.0 20.0 60.0 62.2 a.1 










Rote: 'these figures ara derived by dividing the total.number of headlines 
that were classified Democratic or Republican into each of the headline totals of 




coverage and headlines than his opponent. 
eye.raga. 
Tables 11 and 12 show that the 1956 campaign . 
coverage by~these Wisconoin newspapers was generally com-
plete. Out of a possible score of twenty only two news-
papers he-id less than ten points. '.L'he Daily Jefferson 
County lZn1Wl. provided the most inadequate coverage of this 
campaign. And it appears that the Oshkosh 11ail¥ 
l\k2rtl1¥~.J1t.etD reflected its editorial policy in its news 
columns. Democratic news was continually buried (see 
Table 11), While Republican events continually made front 
page nows. 
· The four newspapers that gave the least adequate 
coverage in the 1964 campaign wore the Fort Atkinson, Gr$en 
•' 
Bay, Janesville, and Lacrosse newspapers. All scored less 
than half of the possible 40 points obtainable for perfect 
coverage. 
Comparison of coverage of significant events 
(Tables 11, . 12 and 13, 14) ::evealed that the eight news- : 
papers covered the 1956 campaign events checked moro fully 
than the significant events of the 1964 race. 'rbe average 
scores for the 19.56 Democratic and Republican event .: , . · . 
coverage we.re 15.0 and 18. 2S, respectively. In contrast,:' ·. 
in 1964 the average event scores were.down to 11.63 for 
Democratic significant events and only 9. 75 for Republican ·' 
TABLB 11 
COVBRAGB 01' SIGBIPICMT DEMOCRATIC EVB!r?S* BY BIGB'l' WISCOllSill DWSPUERS 
DURitiG TBS 1956 .PRBSIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 

























x x 1 
1 1 10 
l 1 1 
1 1 1 
l lB l 
l 10 10 
l l 1 
1 1 1 










































••The score is computed by assigning 2 points for page one coverage. 










Rotes X indicates event not covered1 numerals indicate page on which event 
appeared. UI ..., 
'rABLS 12 
COVERAGE OF SIGBIFICAN'l' REPUBLICAB EVJmrS* BY EIGHT WISCOBSI.N NEWSPAPERS 
. DtJR:mG '?BE 1956 PRESIDEN'.l'IAL CAMPAIGN - ..... ··· 
.. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 · Score** 
Daily Jefferson 









































x l 1 
.. · ..
1 1 l 
1 l 1 
1 ~1 1 
1 1 1 





























· · .· *.Even~ described. in Appendix. B •. 
l 
x 
1 l 1 
1 1 · 1 
1 
1 
**The score is computed by assigning 2 points for page one coverage, 




, . Notes x indi~ates event not·coveredJ numerals tndicatepage on which event 
ap,Peared. ·· · · - · · · · · ' ·' " · ~ · · 
-
•. · .. 
. ' • <• 




COVERAGB 01' SIGHXPICAH'J.' DBMOCRA'lXC BV81ns*sy EIGHT HISCOliSDl· HBWSPUERS .. 
.DURDIG TU 1964 . l?RBSll>UTZAL CAHPAIGB. 
l: 2 3 4· 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score•• 
Fort Atkinson-
Jef feraon county 
l>aily Union 1. 1 l: X. X.· x x 1. X. X.·· a 
Green Bay 
Press-Gazette 1 18. l 8. 1 6 x, X· 1. l 13 
Janeaville 
Daily"'· Gazette 17 l 1 x x l· .x. 12 .. x~ x 8 
La.Croaae ··'1'ribune 2 1 6 1 1- X· x· 2 x· x 9· 
Marshfield 
Hews-Herald 1 1· l l: 14 l l l 9: x 16', ~-
Oshkosh Daily 
JiortbWeatern 1. 1.: l 11• 19 1 10. 1 14: x 14: 
Wausau 
Record-Herald 15 ]; 1· 1 X. x x 1. 23. l· 12 
Sheboyqan Preas 23 l.· 1· l x l: x l 10 . 15. 13: :· 
Average Score 11.63 
•.SVents described in Appendix c. 
. . •"1'he. score is computed by assigning 2. points f~r page one 'cov_erage• 
1 point for inside page coverage, and O points if the event is not covered~ 





OOVSRAGE OP SIGNil'ICAN'l' REPUBLICAN EVIU-rI'S* BY EIGHT wxsco:ssm NEWSPAPERS 
DURiliG 'l'RB 1964 l?RESIDENTIAL CAMPAXGN 
1 2 3· 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 10 Score** 
Fort Atkinson-
Jefferson county 
Daily Union •· 1 x 1 x x x x x x x 4 
Green Bay 
Preas-Gazette 1 x x 12 11 24 x x .x 2 6 
Janesville 
Daily-Gazette l x x x x x x x 2 l 5 
Lacrosse Tribune 1 2 1 x x x 1 x ·.3 l 10 
Marshfield 
· Nella-Herald· l 10 x 10 L 14 1 8 .:·l l· 14 
Oshkosh Daily 
NOrtbwestern l x 1 14 x 1 1 10 ·1 1 14 
Wausau 
Record-Herald 1 x 27 1 x 12 1 8 .1 l 13 
...... 
'• 




"-*• 9.75 ! 
*Events described in AppendixD .. 
*-The score is computed by assigning 2 points fOr page one coverage. 
l point ~r inside page coverage. and O points if the event is not covered. 






The reason for this difference in coverage may be 
explained by greater electronic media coverage of the 
events chosen for the 1956 campaign. In 1956 five of the 
. .. 
J>emocratic and five of the Republican speeches· were 
, .. 
televised. But in 1964 only one speech of each party•a 
candidate was televised. This suggests that the ten 
-Significant'* 1956 events were more newsworthy then those 
selected for 1964. 
APministtati.Ye and Non-6Qmin1stxati.ve CQ'veragft 
One of the purposes of this thesis is to compare the 
1956 and 1964 campaign coverage without the "administrativew 
events that accrue to an incumbent President by virtue of 
his office. 
These campaigns were selected for study. because in· 
,,, 
both instances incumbents were seeking reelection. Further-
more, the incumbents were from different parties. 
Table 15 shoWs that Eisenhower bested his Democratic 
opponent, Adlai Stevenson, in news coverage 56.4" to 43.6%. 
In total coverage, President Johnson came out ahead 
of Barry Goldwater S0.4% to 49.6". 
In the seven newspapers that endorsed the Republican 
candidates, President Eisenhower received less administra-
tive· coverage (S.4%) during the 1956 campaign than 
President JohnSon (8.2%) in 1964. (These percentages are 
based on the total column inches of campaign coverage less 
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TABLE 15 
PERCENTAGE OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND.NON-ADMINISTRATIVE COVER.AGE 
R>R THE 1956 AND 1964 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS 
.. 
1956 1964 






















bipartisan news.) . 
'l'he;fi9ures reveal that the Republican candida~es. 
for President (Eisenhower and Goldwater) during these two 
campaigns consistently received a larger share of the non-
. ''"." .. ... . . .· . . 
administrative news coverage by these seven Wisconsin newa-
papers 1 Eisenhower had.55.2% in 1956 and Goldwater received 
only slightly less at 53.6% in 1964. 
'l'he Sheboygan Prena-the only newspaper of the eight 
' . 
that consistently suppor~ed the Democratic candidate--gave 
President Eisenhower only 2.8% administrative covera<Je in 
1956 and it gave President Johnson 7.1% in 1964. Non-
administrative coverage in the P;ese was 52.5% for Adlai 
Stevenson in 1956 and 47.2% for President Johnson in 1964. 
This newspaper provided.both incumbents with less adminis-
. . . . . 
trative news coverage in 1964 (Eisenhower 5.4% - 2.aeA • 
2.6%r Johnson 8.2".- 7.1% • l·l") than the other seven. 
papers •. And it also provided both Democratic candidates 
with. more non-adnd.nistrative coverage •.. 
This suggests that the apparently 0 fairer• more 
balanced 1964 ~overa~e by a predominantly Republican group 
of papers was at base no fairer than in 1956. Goldwater•s 
campaign, like.Ike's• was over-reported. Johnson. by 
making some news simply as President, managed to.enjoy a 










~'taon Qf :the StemP81 &tudJ.ga With Thia . Stu0¥ · 
Guido B. Stempel III researched the 19604 and 19645 
presidential campaigns. Ha studied the same 15 newspaper• 
in both c~igns and called them the •prestige press.• 
These newspapers had been aingled oat in a· 1960 Poll ·Of 
editors as "most superior for news coverage. integrity and 
public aervice.•6 
·They are, in the order the editors picked them, the 
Sew York Titnfla. the Chri•tian Sgienqa Honitor, the 
Milwaukee·JQui;na1, the St. Louis R.Qat.-Dispatcb, the 
Washington~. the Louisville co1u::i1r-Journa1. the Hall 
Street JgqrMl, the Atlantic CQnstitut;ion. the Chicago 
T&:ibun,e, the Des Moines Reg&ste;. the Kansas City stau:. the 
Baltimore .&.wJ., the Miami fferald. the Chicago Dnil.lt'. Baa. 
and the Los A119eles iimea. 
The research method used in the first part of this 
at:udy was exactly the same as used by Stempel.: Stempel did 
not investigate direction, completeness of c:overaqe or the 
administrative and non-administrative coverage.·· Thus, in 
comparing these eight Wisconsin newspapers with Stempe1•a 
•prestige press" only column inch coverage and headline 
distribution will be considered. 
conaiderin<.J the "prestige press• as a Whole. it i• 
n0ted that tho Republican candidates in both campaigns. 
received more front page covera9e. And the Democrats had 
the edge on the inside pages and more· total .c:overage.:(u ·:. 
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shewn in Tablo 16). In the 1956 campaign, the Wisconsin 
papers gave the Republican candidates more coverage across 
the board with almost a 13% total news coverage advantage. 
In 1964 the~eage One eoverage was perfectly balanced and 
the Democrats bad less than a 3% edge on the inside pages. 
In Stempel'• 1960 study neither Nixon nor Kennedy 
was an incumbent. The result was balanced coverage by the 
•prestige press.• But in 1964, President Johnson was 
running for reelection and he received 3.8% more coverage 
than Goldwater in the "prestige press.• '!'his may have been 
due to administrative cover99e, as found in the eight 
Wisconsin papers. 
Now in the 1956 campaign, Eisenhower, the incumbent, 
had a 13% advanta<,;Je in the eight Wisconsin papers• news 
coverage. Yet only 5% of that 13% was administrative news 
coverage (as determined earlier in this study, Table 15). 
The 8% difference in favor of the Republican candidate can 
be classified as either the newsworthiness of Eisenhower or 
the favoritism or bias of these eight newspapers as a group. 
In the 1964 campaign when the Democratic incumbent 
was runninr; fOr reelection, there was extremely balanced 
coverage in these eight Wisconsin papers. President 
Johnson received more coverage in the Wisconsin newspapers 
than Goldwater--1.7% more. Table 15 reflects that President 
Johnson actually had 8" admin.i.strative coverage in 1964. 




TOTAL COLOMB IRCBES OP SPACE DEVOTED 'l"O COVERAGE OP TBB 1960 AND 1964 
Pll.BSIDENTlAL CAMPAIGNS BY THB "PRF.sTIGB Pa.sss• Mm BY THE BIGHT 






Page One Insiclo~' 
D ·a D a 
6,842 7,053 44,018 43,489 
., 
6,662 7,022 ·49,944 39,823 









50,506 '46.845 . 
1,791 ·2,320 
2.708 21617 
&ote1 These data were extracted from Stempel 1 s two studies and 
this thesis. · 
°' CJ\
his total coverage (S0.4% as shown in Table 15) to 
determine his non-administrative coverage, then Lyndon 
compared ~it'b 49.6" for Barry GoldWater~ · ~ . ·. 
- - . . . . 
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.. The. only conclusion that can be drawn is that seven 
of these eight Wisconsin newspapers have knowingly· ·or 
unknawinglY, allowed their news colwnna to continually favor 
., • •• • • - • • • - • .._ - > • • • ~ • '• 
their editorially; endorsed candidate with more campaig~ . 
coverage. · ·: · 
:tn 1960 ··only three of the "prestige press• ·were···more 
. ,· ' ·~ 
than 5% away from-a SO-SO split--the Atlantic ~onati,tutian 
. ' 
on the Democratic. side and the ·cbi:istiitn SpiQnca MgnJ.tm: · -
and.Chicago irigyne on the Republican side (see ~able 17). 
-· - ,. . - - . . ' - .. ' 
In 1964 ·the· Chicago-'Tribune remained in such a'.:· category, on 
.. ' 
the Republican side~ joined by the Miami Herald,. the .. 
. . -.. ' ,,· ·. 
Louisville CQuri.fti:-~uX:Ml• and the New York :rJ.mc• on the 
~ratie side., .. 
Five of the Wisconsin newspapers in 1956 (as shown 
in 'l'ablfl ia) were more than 5% away from balanced···co~~rage. 
~ ' ~ . -·~ '. :· ' '' . , ., .: 
But the . 1964 campaign brought . ebout a remarkable shift to ~: 
. . ' . . ' . :• " 
more,balanced coverage. Only one newspaper--the Marshfield 
Bewa-sei:al.4--was more than 5" away· from a· so-so. split and , · 
it only mis_sed by ~ 6% •. 
Equality or near. equality (5% variance. from a. 50-50. 
split) was a pre'7ailing feature with the "prestige pre~s" 
and it appears that the·majority of Wisconsinn.Wspapera in 
this study failed to meet this in 1956: however, in 1964 
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TABLE 17 
PSRCEN'l'AGE OF SPACE IN TUB •J?RBSTIGE PRESS• RECEIVED 
aY .. TBS DEMOCRATIC AND RUUBLICAN CANDIDATES 
DURING '1'BB 1960.J\ND 1964 CAMPAIGNS 
1960 1964 
J) R J) R 
Atlantic constitution 60.2* 39.8 53.0• 47.0 
Baltimore Sun 52.8 47.2• s2.2• 47.a 
Cbica~o Daily Hews 49.4' 51.6* 53.9• 46.1 
Chicago 'l'ribune 40.B 59.2* 34.4 65.6* 
Christian Science 
Monitor 41.S 58.5* 48.9 s1.1•• 
Des Moines Register 45.8 54.2• so.s• 49.5 
Kansas City Star 52.2 47.9• 54.4* 45.6' 
Loa Angeles Times 45.2 54.8* 49.9. so.1• 
Louisville Courier-
Journal s4.s• 45.5 57.9* 42.2 
Miami Herald 51.3. 48.7* 59.4* 40.6 
Milwaukee Journal 54.4• 45.6 51.0• 49.0" 
New York Times 50.3* 49.7 57.0• 43.0 
St. Louis Post-
Dispatch 54.6• 45.4 52.0• 48.0 
Wall Street Journal 47.2 s2.a• 45.2 54.a••• 
Washington fost 51.9 48.1•• 53.5 ' 46.5*** 
Averaqe so.2 49.8 51.9 48.l 
*Indicates the newspaper's editorial endorsement. 
**Indicates no endorsement (neutral). 
***Indicates no editorial endorsement per se, but 
a definite leaning toward the party's candidate baaed on 
editorial statements. 




PBRCEN'1'1'GS OJI SPACE IN THE BIGHT WISOONSDl NEWSPAPERS 
RECEIVED BY THE DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES 
,.l• . DURING THE: 1956 AND 1964 CAMPAmNS 
1956 1964 
D R D R 
Fort Atkinson-
Jefferson County 
Daily Union 31.3 68.7* 49.0 s2.o• 
Green Bay Press-Gazette 43.9 56.l* s2.s 47.s• 
Janesville 
Daily Gazette 47.2. 52.B* so.a .. 49.2* 
Lacrosse Tribune 43.3 56.7* 49.2 so.a• 
Marshfield News-Herald 47.s 52.5* 55.6 44.4* 
Oshkosh Daily 
Northwestern 32.4 67.6* 48.7 51.3* 
Wausau Record-Herald 44.3 ss.1• 47.1 52.9• 
Sheboygan Press s1.o• 49.0 51.0* 49.0 
Average 42.6 57.4 50.4 49.6 
*Indicates the newspaper's editorial endorsement. 
their record was ne~r. perfect. and superior. (if news 
coverage equality is a gauge) to the performance of the 
"prestige press.a 
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The aeven nprestige press• papers (three in 1960 and 
four in 1964). which gave one candidate more than 10% more 
coverage than his opponent. always favored the candidate 
they baa editorially endorsed. This is also true of the 
five Wisconsin papers in 1956. The only exception to this 
pattern occurred in 1964 when the Marshfield ~-Be~al~ 
gave President Johnson 11.2% more coverage than its 
editorially endorsed candidate Goldwater. 
Eleven out of 14 "prestige press• that editorially 
endorsed a candidate in 1960 favored their candidate with 
more n~1s coverage. In 1964 all of the npresti90 preas,n 
except the~ Sc1enca. MQn.t.t..oJ;. which was neutral. 
gave their editorially supported candidate rnt>re news cover-
age than his opponent. 
In the 1956 campaiqn. all eight Wisconsin papers 
gave their endoroed candidate more coverage. While in the 
1964 race, three of these papers gave their endorsed candi-
date 'a opponent ~10re coverage. 
In Stempel's studies. headline distribution so 
closely approximated the space distribution in both 
campaigns that comparison of display would indicate l'learly 
the same thing as the comparison of space allocation. 
Generally, this is true of the Wisconsin press studied, so 
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detailed comparisons.will not be included here •. 
... 
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CHAPTER lV 
. •:', .. \\ ... . . : ··~ . ·- ' 
Tbis'thesia 0has examined by· content' analysis the" 
news coverage of the 1956 "and 1964 presidential campaigns 
by eight Wisconsin news;Papers. · lts.purPose, as· outlined 
earlier, is to i>roJide a·deacrJ..ptive analysis of the tw · 
campaigns. and then to evaiuate the' performance· of· these.· 
~igbt papers by comparing their coverage with thatot the 
•prestige p~ess.• · 
.. • With. the foregoing: acconipliehecl, certain conclusions 
can be drawn~ 
:··r"-. 
Rer~nca of the Bight Hi&cgnsin Hewapap~~a 
. \ ~ 
The performance of the. eight Wisconsin newspapers, 
as a.whole, in reporting presidential campaign news seems to 
have improved. . They proyided: more balanced news .. cover_age 
in 1964 than in the 1956 campaign. 
. . . 
The more balanced coverage in 1964 compares favorably 
with the 1960 and 1964 parfOrmancee of the "prestige 
. . . 
press,• the papers rated as 0 most superior for news 
coverage, integrity and public service." 
. . . ' ' 
' . ; ~ ... ' ', 
Xndividual performances of the eight Wiac,o~in , , 
papers in 1964, as compared with 1956, shoWed marked 
l ' " . ·. 
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improvement. In 1956 the Jefferson County pnil]it YniAA and 
the. Os~osh BQrtbtteste;n provided such unbalanced campai~n 
_,; •, 
news coverage, compared with the six other Wisconsin 
newspapers studied, that their performance cannot legiti-
........ , . 
mately be explained away. 'l'heae two newspapers allowed, 
knowingly or unknowingly, their editorial preferences to 
color their campaign news treatment. 
The balanced news coverage by all eight Wisconsin 
papers in 1964 is phenomenal. Uo paper deviated aa much as 
6" from 50-50 coverage. Three of these papers--Green Bay 
Rr•ea~zatte, Janesville Pail¥ aazette, and the Marshfield 
Mew1-Berald--9ave their editorially supported candidate~• 
opponent more .. coverage: this reversal is a heartening sign 
for those who believe in a clear separation between a 
newspaper's editorial page and its news columns. In 
. ,.,. 
contrast, it is interesting to note that all the "prestige 
press" in 1964 gave their editorially endorsed candidate 
greater coverage. 
':,.· 
'?he data on direction (favorable, unfavorable, and 
neutral) presented in this thesis reveal that these news-
papers tended to provide their endorsed candidate more 
favorable and less unfavorable news coverage than his 
opponent. 
However, in comparing tha direction in these two 
':· '•' '•, 
campaiqns, the trend is encouraging. 'J.'hree out of eight 
newspapers in 1964 varied from the norm of the 1956 
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election, Where with only one exception~ newspapers ·· ' 
provided more favorable and less unfavorable coverage:. ;;,r 
their eaitorially supported candidate. 
· · · In· cOmparing significant events, the survey results 
ShoW that in 1956.the eight new~paperS·C~Vered.the CaznPaiqn 
. . 
better than they did in 1964. 'l'his seems hard to believe 
in view· of the 'large increase in the amount of space 
allocated to presidential CaJll)aign news in 1964 (42% mo~e) 
over 1956~ : · 
~ · ·. · · ·· '?be fact that S°" of the events selected for ·the 
1956 campaign were televised, "1hile only 10% were for 1964, 
might indicate that the eve'nts •elected in 1964 were j"ust 
not as important--leas newsWorthy--aa those picked in 1956. 
The eight·Wiseonsin newspapers provided the presi-
dential incumbents with more total news.coverage than their 
political opponents (Eisenhower 56.4~ and Johnson 50.4%). 
A comparison of these figures with the •prestige·-''· 
press" proves interesting. · ln 1960, When both presidential 
candidates were seeking office for the first time, the 
•prestige press," overall, J?l:'f.'.Sented bala.nced coverage. 
However, in 1964 the in<:~nt, President Johnson, r~ived 
3.a" more coverage than Goldwater •. 'lbia percentage differ"'7··· 
ence seems reasonable. An incwnbent President has tbe 
advantage of adminiatrat~ve µewe coverage that is not avail-
able to his challenger •. 
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. _ '· , .. ~0\11 whon administrative coverage is omitted and the 
.-I I . : • ; ' : • ' . . • ' . - . 1 ~, , : 
eight Wisconsin papers are compared with the •prestige, 
: . . ' : ~ .· ' . 
preaa~ •• it is clear tha~ th~ Wisconsin papera, _as a whole 
. . . " . ., 
favored Eisenhower in news coverage and discriminated 
\, - ,, . ' '• -·,· 
against P~eaident Johnson in quantity of news coverage. 
' ~ . ,. . ~ . . . ·.. .. . ' . 
If the administrative and non-administrative cover-
. . ) 
age are compared, Johnson had more administrative coverage 
(8" to 5") than Bisenhower. But Johnson came out on the 
short .end of the non-administrative coverage 42.4" to 51.4%. 
Although.Johnson received more administrative_ 
coverage i~ 1964 than _Eisenhower did in 1956, he. only 
received, a .4"edge in.total news coverage over. hirs chal-
lenger, Barry Goldwater •.. Eisenhower •. on the other hand, 
had a 6.4" edge in news coverage. 
:2 '· . 
Granted ~hat the overall perfo~nce of the eight 
Wisaonsin newspapers.in_l964 showed improvement over 1956, 
the foreqoing reveals that these newspapers still need to 
reevaluate their political rep0rting news standards prior 
to the forthcoming preaidentiai' election campaigns •. · 
'' 
Critics of these conclusions might argue that the 
performance. of these eight Wisconsin .Papers has ... not improved, 
·' . .: ' I •• ~ ~ • 
even though a. surface comparison of the 1956 and 1964 cover-
, .. w-.• • .. . ' 
age seems to indicate improvement. 
I' • .' 
• ', 1 •• 
They can.point to Johnson'• administrative coverage 
..... 
and argue that this factor alone overshadowed othexwiae 
7.7_ 
partisan. coverage •. · : Or one can say that, although these 
newsl>apers endorsed.Goldwater, their heart waa'not really 
in itr . not .like in i~S6 When Eisenhower. was a· popular ', : .·~ 
.. .'. 
cancU.date to support. ·: One .might also look at the elec~icn 
results >'in· the atiVen Ct?Unties Where these newspapers ·that . 
- . ' . . ' ~ .. ~ 
supported ··Goldwater and Eisenhower .were published •. ·· The .. : 
. . 
majority·· of the people in these· counties in. 1956 voted for 
r • • ' • 
Eisenhower, but in 1964a' the majority voted for Johnson• · 
·'" : . 
Conceivably, the newspapers respondecr to public opinion and 
albeit, ·inttially endorsing Goldwater, they aaw that·their 
readers were 'more and more prO-Jobnson •. so. ·ther-the 
editors..;-responded accordinqly in their news columns~ · · 
.. Thia line >of argument seems far-fetched, . editors 
probably do not.operate ·so deliberately. · · 
A follow-up study on the 1968 election campaign 
might pxovide the answer. 
·: '· 
·. · L· · · Jlalanced C.Q,Vera;e--A 'Goal? 
some'·people having "read this thesis to this· point 
mi9ht,belteve.t1iat balanced (column inch equality)· coverage 
is What the.author thinks all newspapers should strive for: 
this, I do'not believe. 
··In. 1957,. J. 'au&sell Wiggins, exeeutive editor· of the 
Washington tpst;, said i "· 
'rhe .. staff of the i?Qst ·was 'under instr\iationa to · "'· ·;: · 
.... report the 1956 campaign fairly. objectively and , 
· ·· according' to its best· news judgment. · It did just that. 
,', 
' . ~ ' ' 
... •', 
'. 
. ; ' 
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The resul~ we can safely say, was an admirable product, 
. and as far as can be determined, the beat campaign · 
election job, we have ever done • 
. ··one· of the most i.nteresting aspects of the result is 
confirtr.ation of OLtr belief that campaigns should not be 
reported by ruler:-and-compaaa methods, but that good 
news judgment, and lack of bias, operating by them-
aelves, ~will produce the equality of treatment sought 
for. We had the library see what tbG result• would be 
from· a tape meaaure tally,·on the papera· from 
September 1 through November. 6r findings (for national 
· campaigll.,JlGWa only)· ••• /JuN• text 51" Repub. and 
49%~Dert\i,/. 'l'hev came as close to a so-so ratio as 
anyone could want, had' they been any closer, we might: 
have had cause to worry about whether we.actually used 
a ruler instead of honest news judgment.l · 
I agree, wholeheartedly, wit:b Editor Wiggin• that 
balanced coverage ahOuld not be the aim in political 
campaign· news reportinc;JJ rather, that balancecl coverage 
will be the consequence of fairneas, objectivity, ancJ 
honest newa judgment practiced by a newspaper staff. 
Thia study was concerned primarily with the non-
metropo Utan, monopoly newspaper, because as stated earlier, 
these newspapers havo a greater responsibility to their 
readers than the larger metropolitan papers that have intra-
city competition. 
However, competitive, metropolitan papers should have 
some responsibility to their readers. Consider the Cl1ice90 
1'cibun,a. Zn 1960 this newspaper gave the Republican 
candidate 18.4" more coverage than his Democratic opponent. 
In 1964 this coverage imbalance went up to 34.4" fOr the 
J.nc:u.mhent President Johnson and 65.6% for the Republican 
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candidate GoldwateJr. Bow can a newspaper justify (not that 
they are required to) such a difference in newsworthiness 
of candidates? Ha.than Blumber9 once said, "Bias, like 
. . . ; ; ~ 
love, cannot be measured, but it is not impossible to 
determine Whether it exiata.~2 It existed .in tha c~ign 
news coverage of the Chicago Tri.Quna in 1960 and 1964. 
The Trjhuoo, however, is just one of many newspapers, 
large and small, that needs to practice fairness, 
objectivity, and honest news judgment in reporting presi-
dential campaigns. 
Moro research is needad in this field of campai9fl 
news roporting. Newspapers-large and small, monopoly and 
non-monopoly, metropolitan and non-metropolitan-should be 
investigated on a continuinq basis. 
Havinq looked at tho sophisticated and not-ao-
sophisticated methods used to ovaluato presn performance 
durinq political campaigns, l strongly believe that future 
studies should use only one content analysis technique--
space measurement. 
'l'his thesis revealed, as did Stempel'& 1964 study. 
that headline distribution so closely approximates the 
space distribution that analysis of these two techniques 
will indicate nearly the same thinq. It is recommended 
that the extra effort of categorizinq headlines be diacon-
tinued in future studies, unloss the researcher has strong 
suspicions that the usual correlation will not be found. 
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APPENDIXES 
'·· ,. •. 
' . ~ .. 
APPENDIX A 
. .SIGNIFICANT DEMOCRATIC EVENTS IN THE 
1956 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
l. September 10, Cliffside Park, New Jersey--
Adlai Stevenson charged that •misconduct and corruption• 
marked the Republican administration. 
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2. September 29, Milwaukee, Wisconsin-Stevenson 
proposed federal programs for education with government aid. 
3. October 4, Pittsburgb,Pennsylvania--Stevenson 
said Eisenhower was guilty of "gross misstatements• and 
'. 1. 
generally attacked the administration. 
4. October 10, Seattle, Washington--Stevenson said 
Eisenhower's administration was torpedoing its own world 
atom-for-peace program. He also charged the President with 
' ' 
"undue" and "hazardous" delegation of executive 
responsibility. 
s. October 12, Oakland, California--Stevenson said 
the u.s. should take the lead to halt hydrogen bomb tests. 
He charged the administration with irresponsibility and 
deception in foreign policy. 
6. October 16, Chicago, Illinois--The Democratic 
candidate said he would seek world agreement on ending the 
a-bomb tests, if elected. 
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7 • October 19, Youngstown, Ohio-Stevenson suggested 
•" 
that the dra~ might be replaced by a professional. 
specially trained,. highly paid, volunteer defense corps. 
' . , ' . . . ' .. . ' ~ ·. 
8 •. October 24, New York, New York--Stevenaon aaid 
that the. key to world peace was. curbing the a-bomb. Be 
also assailed Nixon and the administration•a.foreign p0licy • 
... . ·: 
9. October 30, Boston, Nassachuaetta--stevenson 
charged that the President was a part-time politician and 
., 
. . 
that EiaenhoWer had given the nation false reassurances 
about the Middle East~ 
10. November 2, Buffalo, Hew York--Stevenson said 
tho Middle Baat crisis was a direct product of the abysmal. 
. . 
complete and catastrophic failure of President Eisenhower•• 
foreign policy. 
li0te1 These events all appeared on page one of the 
Rew.York %.imoe on the dates.indicated. 
APPENDIX B 
SIGNIFICANT REPUBLICAN EVENTS IN 'l'BB, 
1956 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
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1. September 13, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania--
Eisenhower opened his campaign and called for a new crusade 
to capture independent and Democratic votes. 
2. September 20, Washington, D. c.--The President 
said that his administration had restored peace around the 
world, stopped aggression and built prosperity and unity at 
home. 
3. September 26, Peoria,,Illinois--Eisenhower 
assailed Stevenson's farm program. He said that it was a 
program for politicians, not farmers. 
',, 
4. October 2, Lexington, Kentucky--The President 
charged that Democrats in Congress had been solely 
responsible for killing the federal aid to school construc• 
tion. 
s. October 10, Pittsburgb,Pennsylvania--Eisenhower 
struck hard at Stevenson's proposals for abolition of the 
draft and hydrogen bomb tests. 
6. October 17, Minneapolis, Minnesota--Eisenhower 
promised better times for the farmers through rigid 
supports. Be heaped scorn on Stevenson's promise of rigid 
price supports for farmers. 
1. October 20, Los Angeles, California--Eisenhower 
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revived the 1952 corruption charqe against the Democratic 
' --:.• . '. 
Party and ridiculed Stevenaon•a draft stand. 
S. October 24. Washington, D. c.--Preaident 
'. ' , '" ' '·.. • J 
SisenhOWer blaimed th~· b~ o~ · testi119 the H-bomb would 
imperil the u.s. lead· in'ariua. ·ae:eaid tbat ·it ~8,an 
illusion to~· believe· Stevenson• a arg~nt that the·· ban would 
:iead ·to prcxJress toward peace and · 1esaening of the nuclear 
war threat. 
9. · :oC:tober· 26, New York," New York-BiaenhoWen: vowed 
to pursue p01icies of.peace and strength that wuld n0t 
lead to man•s bflinq crucified upon a cross 'of iron. 
10. Hovember 2. l'h1ladelphia. ·Pennsylvania-The·· 
President asked the nation to judge Whether it would feel 
•safe or secure• in th~ p~esent world crisis under 
Stevenson's design for diaaster--endinq the draft an~ 
hydrogen bomb tests. 
Notes These ev~nts ··all appeared on page. one of the 
. . ' . 
Rew York Time• on the dates indicated~ 
·, ·, ., . 
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.APPENDIX C 
SIGNIPICAUT D£MocAATIC EVENTS IN TBB 
.. 1964 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
.. ·''- .. 
• • I '~ 
1. , September 8, Detroit, Michigan-President 
'• • • ,·, /. _'·•' I ' , ' . ' ' 
Johnson. opened.his campai9n.and appealed for the aubmergonce 
·; '. '.; ' ... • t • • 
of ,passions and conflicting inte~ests While pursuinq 
Be also attacked Goldwater•s 
.. 
views on •conventional nuclear weapons ... 
i . ' . 
' ; 'I \> >• 
2. September 17, Seattle, Washington--The President 
assured the country that his administration ha4 •taken 
every step man can devise to ensure that neither a madman 
' ' .., ~. '. ' , ' ·. , -· .: . ' . \ ' ' - ' . . ; . ,. , , ·,. . . : 
n,or .a malfunctio~ could trigger a nuclear war • 
. . ' 
* . ·. 3. September 23, Atla~tic City. New Jeraey--Johnson 
... . • '. '0 ~. .. ~ ) ,,. "· : ' 
promised to cut excise taxes next year. He said there ia 
' .. . ·, .· .. ' 1' • ' ' ' • 
- -.~ " ', ~ ... ! 
no limit to what a united, tolerant nation could achieve. 
' ' 
'' . ' l' ~. ' 
4. September 29, Manchester, New Bam;psbire--'l'he 
' . ' ' 
,: I ~ ~ ,.' > • • , • !" • ., l J 
President invited responsible Republicans to join with . 
'<' • ~· •, ~ , F. , \ ' 
himself as a political protector.and bi~ candidacy as a 
sanctuary fOr dissident Republicans. 
;, - ' . ' 
.. ,. 
s. October a, Ch~ca90, Illinois-Johnson asserted 
t~at c:ontiJluanae of peace and prosperity is the basic 
campaign issue. 
6. October 13, Butte. Montana--The President 
predicted if he were elected that the extremist 9roupa--
Klu Klux l(lan and the John Birch Society--in this country 
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would be spotlighted to show Americana What they really are 
--hate preachers. 
7. October 15, Sew Yo~k, New York-President 
Johnson pledged.to take blportant new atepa toward 
.. - ./., . . . . ' ' ', 
lesaenin(.iworld tension, if elected. He promised aid to 
Asians and hailed the 'imProveinent in u.s.-saviet,relations. 
,; ' a. ·October 19, wash~gton~ D. · C: • .-.The President 
said that despite the Chinese · eommuniata • nuclear explosion 
. ;. 
and the change of government in the ·sov.iet Union, •the key 
to peace is to be found in the strength and ·the good sense 
:"l t' .• 
of the u.s... He pledged strong support t:.o countries that 
. . ,. . 
lacked nuclear weapons. 
9. October 29, ·aan 1>iego,·ca1ifornia-Johnson 
I . ~ j • , • , ·• '. '; f . " 
stressed the need for restraint and responsibility in 
dealing with a communist world 8rmed with nuclear weapons 
'··· 
and be urged a.big voter turnout. 
io. October 30, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania--The 
President defended the clergyl11en and 'said that "men in the 
pulpit h~ve a place in poUtical .leadership of our People 
ana they have a place in our public affairs.• 
Note: These events all appeared on page one of the" 
- " . ' . . . . ' 
New York 2:imea on the dates indicated. except the one event 
. . . 







SIGNIFICANT REPUBLICAN EVENTS IU THE 
~ 1964 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
l. September 4. Prescott. Arizona--Goldwater open@d 
,• -. ' 
his campaign and promised a gradual change, if elected. 
2. September 16. St. Petersburg. Florida--Senator 
Goldwater pledged to work to overturn a series of u.s. 
Supreme Court decisions on rights of defendant& in criminal 
.' . 
prosecutions. 
3. September 17. Montgomery, Alabama--Goldwater 
said that it was desirable to sell the Tennessee Valley 
Authority to private enterprise. He also called for elim-
ination of earmarked federal grants to cities and states. 
• ~ , ' . .' I , 
4. September 22, Charlotte. North Carolina--
Goldwater challenged President Johnson to a television 
debate. He also accused the President of avoiding issues 
of the campaiqn. He promised "to give the government of 
this nation back to the people of this nation." 
s. September 24, Dallas, Texas--Goldwater said that 
the responsible use of power through Ldlitary force was the 
key to a rational solution that could end the cold war 
without nuclear destruction or a Contnunist takeover. 
G. September 30, Cincinnati, Ohio-Goldwater charged 
that the Johnson administration was soft on communism and 
that the Democratic Party is the pnrty of "the corrupt, the 
power mad, and the radical of the left. • 
1. October 10, San Francisco, California--
Goldwater attacked the •silly :aJ.ck, weak attitude about 
.. 
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world communism" that permeates Washington. He said as the 
administration leaders looked around the world they "shudder 
and eha.1<e" and want "to yield and give.• 
a. October 21, l?ikesville, Maryland-Goldwater said 
President Johnson "doesn•t understand the President•s job." 
And be charged that in the field of foreign affairs Mr. 
Johnson and his crew followed a .. policy of drift, deception 
and defeat.• 
9. October 24, San Diego, caUfornia--Goldwater 
said the State »epartment gave data to aides be!"Ore they 
had full clearances and said the White House was careless 
about the Jenkins case. 
10. October 29, Cedar Rapids, ICMa--Goldwater cbarsed 
that ministers were 11 loud advocates" of the President. Be 
said representative qovernment was not in working order due 
to the insatiable desire of President Johnson for more and 
more power. He also attacked the Supreme court decisions on 
prayer in school. 
Not.ea 'l'hese events all appeared on page one of the 
New York iilllfta on the dates indicated. 
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